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Summary
The report D2.1 “Overview of vertical geothermal heat exchangers and corresponding drilling
machine techniques” is a public document delivered in the context of WP2, Task 2.1: “Update of
the state of art on existing machines and closed heat exchangers”. The state-of-the-art of BHE
and of shallow geothermal drilling has been reviewed, and the technologies have been evaluated
in the light of application for shallow geothermal energy in existing buildings. Furthermore, site
constraints for drilling in the built environment have been discussed.
Concerning BHE, the U-tube concept still represents the cheapest option. Coaxial BHE again have
become an interesting alternative and could be a basis for further development of BHE
specialised for use in existing buildings (minimally invasive BHE installation). Also helicoidal BHE
might constitute an alternative for existing buildings. In standard applications, the economic
advantages of helicoidal BHE over standard U-tube designs are not yet conclusive, with
improvements in efficiency not outweighing the higher cost. However, this might be different in
applications for existing buildings, where site constraints change the drilling cost pattern.
Investigations in demo sites within project GEO4CIVHIC will help to answer this question and will
provide data to determine which BHE type would be the overall better choice in different
scenarios. A significant part of chapter 1 on BHE is based on material prepared in the frame of
project GEOCOND (H2020-727583), updated and adapted to serve the purpose of this
deliverable.
BHE is the sector in shallow geothermal where most patents and utility models have been filed
(cf. Appendix B). Hence any development needs to ensure no IP rights are infringed, and on the
other hand needs to make sure that new designs and materials are acceptable from the
perspective of environmental protection. The development towards better efficiency and easier,
cleaner installation thus will take place within the constraints of IP, administrative licensing
(groundwater and environment), and cost.
The drilling technologies available for shallow geothermal applications have been evaluated. The
classic methods for unconsolidated soil (auger, rotary with fixed cutting blades) are still valid,
complemented by well digging for larger diameters. Direct installation of BHE in soft ground
(without drilling) might be considered again for shallow BHE. The rotary vibratory drill (RVD) can
be considered as the most suitable technology in soft to mid-hard rock down to a depth of ca.
100 m, offering improvements over classic rotary and, for the mid-hard rocks, allowing to get rid
of the air compressor associated with DTH. The down-hole-hammer (DTH), however, still is the
best option hard to very hard rock, with improvements like water-driven hammers possible.
Classic rotary is still the only option suitable for larger diameter boreholes in rock and for very
deep holes. Improvements in hammer technology (e.g. dual-fluid) for very hard rock seem
feasible. From the improved and new drilling technologies described in this document, only RVD
and improved DTH seem promising for further work in this project.
Barriers and constraints to drilling in the built environment are discussed in chapter 3, however,
this will be dealt with in more detail in Deliverable D1.1. The document is complemented with
three Appendices on “Drilling and Geology”, “Patents and Utility Models on BHE”, and “Examples
of light drilling rigs for BHE”, respectively.
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Abbreviations
GEO4CIVHIC

Most Easy, Efficient and Low Cost Geothermal Systems for Retrofitting Civil
and Historical Buildings

BHE

Borehole Heat Exchanger

BTES

Borehole Thermal Energy Storage

BTR

Borehole Thermal Resistance

DTH

Down-hole hammer (drilling tool)

EED

Earth Energy Designer (software)

GHE

Ground Heat Exchanger (general term, includes BHE)

GSHP

Ground Source Heat Pump

HDPE

High-Density Polyethylene

IP

Intellectual Property

OD

Outer Diameter (of pipes)

ODEX

Overburden Drilling Equipment (tradename of Atlas-Copco)

PA

Polyamide

PB

Polybutylene

PE

Polyethylene (also in the form of PE80, PE100)

PE-RC

Polyethylene resistant to crack (also in the form of PE100-RC)

PE-RT

Polyethylene resistant to temperature

PE-X

Polyethylene cross-linked

ROP

Rate of Penetration (drilling velocity)

RVD

Rotation-Vibration-Drilling

SDR

Standard Dimensioning Ratio (of pipes, OD/WT)

SGE

Shallow Geothermal Energy

WT

Wall Thickness (of pipes)
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Introduction
This document is based on several pre-existing studies on BHE efficiency and manufacturing and
on drilling technologies, done by UBeG and others. The experiences gathered hark back to the
1980s and include the continuous improvements, new developments, and experiences, both
successful or not, collected over the decades. Together with information from other projects,
contributions by the GEO4CIVHIC partners on latest technologies, and a thorough reviewing by
the partners, a full compendium of the state-of-the-art in BHE and drilling could be created.
A significant part of chapter 1 (Types and state-of-the-art of Borehole Heat Exchangers) is based
on material prepared in the frame of project GEOCOND (H2020-727583), updated and adapted
to serve the purpose of this deliverable. Chapter 2 reviews the conventional, improved and new
drilling technologies available for shallow geothermal purposes and evaluates their suitability for
different soil and rock conditions. The objective is to define the best technology and the
applicable framework conditions for further development in WP2 of project GEO4CIVHIC.
A third chapter deals with the specific barriers to drilling in the built environment, and in
particular under constraints in cities, historical sites etc. This is related to Task 1.1, and the
authors used information gathered in Task 1.1 and, vice versa, provide input to that task. The
main target for this deliverable D2.1, however, is the subsequent work on drilling technology
improvement in WP2.

27/09/2018
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1 Types and state-of-the-art of Borehole Heat Exchangers
1.1 Historic development
The history of ground source heat pumps has recently been summarised in Sanner (2017). The
first idea to use the ground as a heat source for a heat pump was published already in 1912 in a
patent filed by Heinrich Zoelly. He envisaged a closed system, where the heat transfer fluid is
circulated in pipes in the underground; the patent shows a helicoidal heat exchanger in a largediameter hole (Figure 1.1). At that time, apparently no practical use was made of this technology,
and the first Swiss heat pumps for house heating in the 1930s used river water as heat source.
A coaxial BHE was described in a US patent in 1933, with the target to cool down drinking water
on hot days by using the cooler underground (Figure 1.1). Only two years after the first practical
application of a ground heat exchanger in combination with a heat pump recorded in literature
in 1945 (Crandall, 1946), a paper by Kemler (1947) presented a collection of ground-coupling
technologies available at that time, among them already three types of BHE (Figure 1.2); they
comprise co-axial, U-tube and helicoidal (“spiral”) configurations.

Figure 1.1

GSHP with helicoidal ground heat exchanger, from Swiss Patent 59350 of 1912 (inventor H.
Zoelly, left) and coaxial BHE for drinking water cooling in the ground, US Patent US
1,981,730 of 1933 (inventor E.F. Hawkins, right)

Figure 1.2

Ground-coupling methods using BHE as shown in Kemler (1947)

27/09/2018
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The earliest GSHP with vertical loops (borehole heat exchangers, BHE) documented in Europe
dates from 1974 in South-Western Germany (Moegle, 2009). Five BHE were installed in boreholes
of 50-55 m depth in Schönaich (near Böblingen). The BHE were of the coaxial type, with rigid steel
tubes 60×5 mm, screwed together by couplings, as outer pipes and a plastic hose as inner pipe.
No grouting was performed, and water-glycol was used as heat transfer fluid. In 2005, after about
30 years of operation, one of the BHE leaked, probably due to corrosion.
Other experiments with BHE in the 1970s are reported from UK, Netherlands and Sweden. Swiss
development of BHE around that time introduced the first modern BHE made of PE-pipes,
installed in 1980 (Rohner, 1991); Austria followed soon after. BHE were also used for
Underground Thermal Energy Storage accessing hard rock by boreholes (BTES). One of the first
large BTES test sites in rock was constructed in 1982/83 in Luleå, Sweden (Nordell, 1994); a
unique BHE was tested there, with the hard rock representing the outer wall of a coaxial BHE
(Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3

Coaxial BHE in open borehole (with or without liner, depending on rock quality) as used in
Luleå BTES (graph from Nordell, 1994)

In France a geothermal BHE system based on black steel was developed in the 1980s. This type
of BHE was mainly marketed inside France until the 2000s, but had to be abandoned because the
difficult installation and a price not competitive when compared to BHE made of PE.
After the early period of experimentation with various metal and plastic materials, and with the
emergence of factory-made BHE coils on the market in the late 1980s, high-density polyethylene
(HDPE) became the preferred material for decades. The main advantages were cost, easy
handling incl. welding, and longevity. The evolution went from PE80 to PE100 and PE100-RC, and
later included cross-linked polyethylene (PE-X), once the challenges for connections (and bending
of the BHE footpiece) could be handled. Other materials than PE were only used when required
by high temperatures in BTES, making a case e.g. for Polybutylene (PB) at operating temperatures
up to 70 °C. A recent review of pipe materials for BHE was published by Mendrinos et al (2017),
giving an overview also of other potential materials.
A table in the draft version of the new edition of guideline VDI 4640-2, published in May 2015,
lists the pipe materials recommended for use with BHE (Table 1). This can be considered as
industry best practice as of today. Also Mendrinos et al (2017) conclude: “… HDPE is the most
competitive option due to its low price and its moderate thermal conductivity”.
Metal pipes for BHE have been suggested since long, in view of the substantially higher thermal
conductivity compared to plastics, and have been used in several cases (cf. 1.4.1). However, the
issues of corrosion is considered an obstacle, and for non-corrosive metals like stainless steel unit
cost can hamper economics. Improved drilling technologies and BHE designs, like developed in
the Cheap-GSHPs project (H2020 657982), contribute to overcoming this economic disadvantage. Metal pipes with plastic coating have also been tried in the past (Figure 1.4), but abandoned soon in consideration of the production cost. In practice, HDPE-pipes dominate the market
in Europe, with other plastic materials and metals reduced into a tiny niche.
27/09/2018
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Material

Thermal conductivity

Maximum operating
temperature for 50
years pipe lifespan *

Maximum operating
temperature for 1 year
pipe lifespan *

PE100

0.42 W/(m·K)

40 °C

70 °C **

PE100-RC

0.42 W/(m·K)

40 °C

70 °C **

PE-RT

0.42 W/(m·K)

70 °C

95 °C

PE-X

0.41 W/(m·K)

70 °C

95 °C

PA

0.24 W/(m·K)

40 °C

70 °C

PB

0.22 W/(m·K)

70 °C

95 °C

* at given maximum pressure conditions ranging from 0.6-1.2 MPa
** even short-time excess temperatures can damage pipes

Table 1 – Pipe material properties, selected values from draft VDI 4640-2:2015

Figure 1.4

Coaxial BHE as tested in Schwalbach GSHP research station, consisting of corrugated metal
outer tube (usually stainless steel, but copper in this cut-out sample for exhibitions),
protected against corrosion by a PE-coating (photos B. Sanner)

1.2 Basic geometries of BHE
The main task of a borehole heat exchanger (BHE) is to facilitate heat exchange from the ground
to the fluid inside the pipes and vice versa with as little thermal resistance as possible. There are
several factors influencing this heat exchange, like pipe material, wall thickness, pipe surface
properties, fluid flow velocity, BHE geometry, borehole diameter, grouting, etc.
For BHE, all geometries can be grouped into two basic patterns, U-tube and coaxial, with the
latter further subdivided into simple coaxial, complex coaxial and helicoidal (Figure 1.5). The main
difference between the groups is that U-tube always show a mirror-symmetry, while coaxial BHE
are radially symmetric.

Figure 1.5
27/09/2018
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1.3 U-tube geometries
For U-tubes, the most important geometrical factors are:
 Borehole diameter
 Pipe dimensions (OD, WT)
 Shank spacing (distance between centres of pipes)
Typical dimensions are shown in Figure 1.6. Usually both legs of a U-tube are made from pipes of
the same dimensions, however, in some cases different diameters have been used for downward
and upward flow, in the pursuit of increased performance1. Also U-tubes with an odd number of
pipes (e.g. 1 downward and 2 upward), using specially fabricated footpieces, have been
suggested, but are not found on the market.

Figure 1.6

Typical dimensions of U-tube BHE, with PE100 32 SDR11 pipes (measurements in mm, from
EED 4.19 input menu

The borehole can be considered as having a circular cross-section. Difference in calibre and shape
can occur due to changes in rock hardness, fractures, boulders etc., but can be neglected in the
current project.
Shank spacing and distance to borehole wall are an average over the length of the borehole,
unless spacers and/or centralisers are used. Such devices add cost (material and extra work) and
are not welcomed by most drillers.
Among the BHE types, the U-tube is the youngest, at least in Europe. While already mentioned
in the USA in the 1940s (cf. 1.1), the first traces in literature in Europe can be seen around 1980
and the first patent applications was filed 1984. The U-tube design nevertheless dominates the
market today by far, and numerous patents have been filed meanwhile. Most of the patents
granted address only parts of a U-tube BHE, like footpieces (bends), spacers, centralizers etc. (see
Appendix B).

1.3.1 Single-U-tube
Advantages of single-U-tube BHE are their simplicity and low cost of material and manufacturing.
Another positive fact is that due to limited cross-section of the flow channels, turbulent flow
within the pipes (important for low transfer resistance pipe-fluid) can be achieved more easily. A
disadvantage is limited efficiency; the dimensions shown in Figure 1.6, left, would result in BTR
of rb = 0.106 K/(W·m) with thermally enhanced grout (λ = 1.8 W(m·K)), and a rather high value of
rb = 0.183 K/(W·m) with the old standard grout (λ = 0.8 W(m·K)).

1 Practical experience with this design has not been conclusive about improved efficiency.

27/09/2018
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For deeper boreholes exceeding 100 m, often pipes with 40 mm OD or even 45 mm OD are used.
In regions where drilling cost are relatively low (e.g. Scandinavia) and thus reduction of borehole
metres is not a top priority, single-U-tube BHE are the preferred solution on the market.

1.3.2 Double-U-tube
A higher efficiency compared to single-U-tube BHE can be achieved with when two U-loops are
inserted into one borehole. Usually a slightly larger borehole diameter will have to be chosen to
accommodate the additional pipes. Of course the efficiency does not double, but a reduction in
BTR in the order of 30 % is typical. For the dimensions shown in Figure 1.6, centre, a BTR of
rb = 0.071 K/(W·m) with thermally enhanced grout (λ = 1.8 W(m·K)), and a value of
rb = 0.125 K/(W·m) with the old standard grout (λ = 0.8 W(m·K)) can be calculated.
Doubling the number of pipes also increases the total cross section of the flow channels, thus
requiring higher total flow volumes to achieve turbulent flow compared to a single-U-tube BHE.
Pipes with OD larger than 32 mm are used for boreholes deeper than about 120 m. Double-Utube BHE make economic sense in regions with relatively high drilling cost, as they can reduce
the required total borehole length, and so they dominate the market in Austria, Germany,
Switzerland etc.

1.3.3 Multi-U-tube
By adding more U-loops into one borehole, the additional increase in efficiency is lower again,
and the borehole diameter needs to be increased further in most cases. Depending on the
scenario, decrease of BTR can be from below 10 % up to about 20 % for the triple-U-tube
compared to a double-U-tube. For the dimensions shown in Figure 1.6, right, a BTR of
rb = 0.057 K/(W·m) with thermally enhanced grout (λ = 1.8 W(m·K)), and a value of
rb = 0.103 K/(W·m) with the old standard grout (λ = 0.8 W(m·K)) can be calculated.
With each additional set of U-loops the total cross-section of flow channels is increased, making
a turbulent flow inside the pipes less likely. U-tube-BHE with 3 or more U-loops have real
advantages only in large-diameter boreholes, where they can be aligned to the borehole wall.
This is a typical situation in heat exchanger piles, with pipes attached to the steel reinforcement
cage in cast-concrete foundation piles (Figure 1.7). For classical BHE in boreholes drilled just for
the purpose of geothermal energy, multi-U-tube BHE can be neglected from a market
perspective.

Figure 1.7

27/09/2018

Typical dimensions of triple-U-tube heat exchanger pile (left, measurements in mm, from
EED 4.19 input menu) and steel reinforcement cages with PE heat exchanger pipes in
Austria (right, photo B. Sanner), ready to be inserted into large-diameter boreholes later to
be filled with concrete
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1.4 Coaxial geometries
Coaxial BHE geometry is also known as “concentric”, and for simple coaxial as tube-in-tube. For
simple coaxial BHE, the most important geometrical factors are:
 Borehole diameter
 Dimensions of outer pipe (OD, WT)
 Dimensions of inner pipe (OD, WT)
Typical dimensions are shown in Figure 1.8 . For complex coaxial pipes, number and dimensions
of pipes or flow chambers can vary widely (cf. 0). Coaxial designs offer more alternatives to treat
downward and upward flow channels differently and to insulate downward and upward flow
against each other. Due to the larger OD of the outer pipe, coaxial BHE tend to be more stiff than
a bundle of smaller pipes as in the U-tube BHE, and thus more difficult to handle.

Figure 1.8

Typical dimensions of simple coaxial BHE, with PE100 SDR11 pipes of the OD shown in the
graph (measurements in mm, from EED 4.19 input menu)

The borehole can be considered as having a circular cross-section. Difference in calibre and shape
can occur due to changes in rock hardness, fractures, boulders etc., but can be neglected in the
current project. Direct installation of coaxial BHE in soft ground can be done by pushing or
ramming/piling, but was only done with steel tubes (and the related corrosion problems) in the
past, and vanished almost completely from the market. This concept was reintroduced with
stainless steel tubes in Northern Italy in 2007 using a penetrometer as installation tool.
It is intriguing that patent applications for coaxial BHE can be traced back to 1955 in Europe and
1933 in the USA, albeit in the latter case not for use with a heat pump, but for direct cooling of
water (cf. 1.1). The number of applications peaked in Austria/Germany/Switzerland in 1980/81
and 2007/08, years when the market development was exceptionally powerful (see Appendix B).

1.4.1 Simple tube-in-tube
Some of the earliest BHE reported in literature were built after the tube-in-tube concept. A pipe
with a larger diameter, closed at the bottom, is installed in a borehole, and a second pipe with
smaller diameter, open at the bottom, is inserted into the first pipe in such a way that it ends
shortly above the bottom of the outer pipe. The main issues with coaxial BHE is the way the outer
pipe is closed at the bottom, with caps or plugs, and how to keep this sealing tight. It has even
been suggested to use lost steel drill pipes in rotary drilling and flush a plug to the bottom of the
pipe where it can be pressed into a receptor (patent application DE 29 11425 A1, 1979, see
Appendix B); this method, however, has not found its way to the market due to the high cost of
material and the risk of leakage.
Coaxial BHE can have thermal characteristics superior to U-tube BHE. The cost of material,
however, is in most cases much higher than for U-tubes, as bespoke pipe dimensions, footpieces
27/09/2018
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and headers are required while mass-produced plastic pipes can be used for U-tube BHE. In FP6funded project GROUNDHIT an attempt was made to design a simple coaxial BHE only from
standard pipes and fittings readily available on the market (Figure 1.9). This BHE has been tested
in demo sites within that project around 2005/06 and also was used commercially, but could not
succeed on the market against the dominance of U-tube BHE.

Elbow 90°

Reduction

T-piece

Reduction
Inner tube
Outer tube

cap

Figure 1.9

Design drawing and prototype of simple coaxial BHE from GROUNDHIT project, made from
readily available PE parts (Sanner et al., 2007)

The possible diameter of the outer pipe is limited by the fact that the BHE has to be delivered to
the drilling site. For coiled pipes the minimum diameter of the coil depends on the flexibility of
the material and the pipe diameter. In most European countries trucks are generally allowed a
width of 2.55 m and height of 4.0 m, with special provisions for wide loads when this is exceeded.
If the coil for a coaxial BHE cannot be fitted on a standard truck, special equipment and
permissions are required.
The alternative would be to use rigid pipe segments of the maximum length fitting on a truck
(about 16 m, ore more on special trucks) and weld the segments together during installation.
This welding on site adds extra cost and time and is discouraged with most standards and
regulations due to the rough environment on a construction site. Nevertheless, some installers
did and still do this kind of transport and installation. For the purpose of project GEOCOND the
need to coil the BHE for transport should be met and diameters and material chosen accordingly.
Additional items for simple coaxial BHE are e.g. centralizers to keep the BHE aligned inside the
borehole, spacers between inner and outer pipe, and devises to provide for turbulent flow
between inner and outer tube (fins, blades etc.). An example from another EU H2020-project,
656889 GEOTeCH, is shown in Figure 1.10, and more examples can be found in patent
applications as listed in Appendix B.
27/09/2018
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Figure 1.10 Proposal for simple coaxial BHE with interior flow guidance from EU H2020-project 656889
GEOTeCH (from presentation at GeoTHERM 2018, Offenburg)

Simple coaxial BHE can be manufactured in various diameters of outer and inner pipes. The only
limitations are that the inner pipe must fit into the outer pipe (i.e. OD of inner pipe < OD of outer
pipe minus 2 times the WT of the outer pipe, and an additional space for handling and flow), and
the outer pipe must fit into the borehole. Choice of pipe diameters is usually limited to the
standard material available on the market, and borehole diameter cannot be smaller than about
80 mm to allow for the drilling to be done. A practical limit for increasing the diameter of simples
coaxial BHE seems to exist at OD of about 125 mm; for larger diameter boreholes, complex
coaxial BHE or helicoidal BHE offer alternatives.
In the early 2000s, a type of stainless steel BHE (Figure 1.11) was developed in Italy and is
marketed increasingly. The application of this kind of BHE is growing also in Belgium, with variable
diameters. Stainless steel BHE consist of an outer pipe made of AISI 304L stainless steel, with a
thermal conductivity of 16.3 W(m/°K), for underground environment free of chloride, bromide
and iodide, and AISI 316 stainless steel if this is not the case, like near the sea coast.

Figure 1.11 Simple coaxial BHE with outer steel pipe and inner PE pipe, head (left) and cut-out with foot
(right), from EU H2020-project 657982 Cheap-GSHPs (photos provided by Geo-green)

The stainless steel BHE with external diameters up to 80 mm are assembled by butt welding on
site, from pipe lengths of 3 or 6 m. The pressure resistance is higher than 200 bar, a unique value
for BHE, and the thermal expansion coefficient is 15 μm/(m*K), which is about 10-14 times lower
27/09/2018
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than for the different types of PE. The inner pipe is made of plastic, with the material selection
according to the maximum operating temperature, and possible foam insulation. Advantages are
seen in applications for storage of thermal energy (BTES), in particular for higher temperatures,
and for the use with oblique / slanting placed BHE. For high-temperature BTES, stainless steel is
deemed more suitable because of the considerably higher thermal expansion coefficient and the
yet uncertain longevity of PE pipes.

1.4.2 Complex coaxial
Complex coaxial designs have more than one pipe for the outer flow channel. This can be
accomplished by either extruding a pipe with an outer wall consisting of multiple flow chambers
(Figure 1.12, used in the 1980/90s in Switzerland) or by locating several pipes around a central
pipe (Figure 1.13). For the latter, complex bespoke footpieces and headers are required to
connect inner and outer flow channels.
By choosing a suitable ratio of diameters of inner and outer flow channels it is possible to achieve
turbulent flow (with good heat transfer) in the outer pipes and laminar flow in the inner pipe.
The advantage of complex coaxial BHE is a possibly high thermal efficiency, but disadvantages in
cost and handling have relegated them into a market niche. New designs are filed for patent
regularly, nevertheless (see Appendix B).

Figure 1.12 Coaxial BHE by SHF in Switzerland, made of PE with multi-chamber outer channel for
turbulent flow and increased heat exchange (photos from Hess, 1987)

Figure 1.13 Cross-section of complex coaxial BHE consisting of 6 outer pipes and 1 central pipe (in the
case depicted the return in heating mode)

1.4.3 Helicoidal
Helicoidal BHE consist of at least one flow channel that is shaped like a spring (Figure 1.14; often
somewhat incorrectly called “spiral”, the terms “helix” and “helicoidal” are more accurate). This
type of BHE can be basically understood as a variation of the coaxial BHE geometry, as one flow
channel (usually the downward one) is surrounding the other. The upward channel typically is
straight and can be located either in the centre or in an excentrical position. The most important
geometrical factors for helicoidal BHE are:
27/09/2018
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Borehole diameter
Outer diameter of the helix
Number of turns of the helix per meter
Dimensions of pipes (OD, WT)

Also the position of the return pipe (central or to one side) must be stated. In the case of
helicoidal BHE with a short, conic design (“energy baskets”), the diameter of the helix must be
defined by a diameter at the upper end and a (smaller) diameter at the lower end (Figure 1.14).

Figure 1.14 Typical dimensions of helicoidal BHE, the shape to the right is known as “energy basket”
(from VDI 4640-2:2015)

Helicoidal BHE seem to be the first to be considered, with a respective patent filed already in
1912 in Switzerland (cf. 1.1). More recent patent applications for helicoidal BHE in Europea date
from 1968 and 1977, and then throughout the 1980/90s (see Appendix B). Helicoidal BHE have
been made from metal and plastics (Figure 1.15), with metal ones no longer on the market.
The advantage of helicoidal BHE is the large possible borehole diameter and large contact area
to the surrounding ground, resulting in superior thermal efficiency. The depth of helicoidal BHE,
however, is limited to some 10 m due to drilling and installation constraints. Hence helicoidal
BHE are best suited for sites where geological or hydrogeological restrictions for drilling depth
are given. Helicoidal BHE have been developed and tested in H2020 project 657982 Cheap GSHPs
(Figure 1.15).

Figure 1.15 Installation of helicoidal BHE made of copper in Canada (left, Svec, 1986) and of plastic in
Switzerland (centre, Bassetti and Rohner, 2006), and helicoidal BHE as investigated in H2020project 657982 Cheap GSHPs (right)
27/09/2018
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2 Drilling techniques for Borehole Heat Exchangers
Creating holes in the underground goes back into pre-historic times. The reasons for these
activities were diverse, from burials to food conservation, and later to mining and water wells,
but the methods and problems remained the same for a long time: Digging of holes and shafts
be manpower within the hole, and the problem to stabilise the walls. Holes with smaller diameter
and greater depth only became possible when the person digging at the bottom was replaced by
a tool operated from the surface, as was done e.g. in Roman times and in ancient China (cf. Figure
2.14). Drilling technology developed with the advancement of mining and the increased use of
groundwater wells for drinking water. The availability of mechanical power replacing human or
animal work (horse mills) allowed for much deeper drilling and for mobile drilling rigs.
BHE can be either installed directly into soft underground by pushing or ramming (2.1), or can be
inserted into a borehole previously created by drilling (2.2 and 2.3). The borehole void (“hollow
cylinder”) is created either by displacing material into the surrounding underground where
possible, or by cutting/crushing the material and flushing these “cuttings” up to the surface (or
moving them upwards by the screw-type auger).
For installation of BHE the classic drilling techniques as applied for water wells, prospecting,
geotechnical investigations etc. can be used. They comprise mainly of the auger (a screw-type
drill removing soil from the hole while rotating, the way standard drills for wood and metal work),
the rotary system with a fluid flushing the borehole (with different tools for cutting), and the
various hammer systems (including cable-tool drilling), working with impact on the rock in the
borehole. The applicability of these classic drilling techniques according to rock type and drilling
diameter is shown in Figure 2.1, and further description is given in chapter 2.2.
hard rock

down hole
hammer
rotary with
roller bit
soft rock

auger, rotary with fixed cutting bit
20

60 100 140 180 220 260 300 340

borehole diameter [mm]
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

borehole diameter [inch]

Figure 2.1

Typical range of application for drilling methods using rotary technology and down-holehammer (DTH), partly after data from Hytti (1987)

The selection between rotary drilling and down-hole-hammer depends upon the hardness of the
rock and the desired borehole diameter. The high air demand with large diameters sets a limit to
the use of the down-hole hammer, while the rotary method can be used successfully in hard rock
with heavy equipment only, as the crushing effect of the rotating drill bit is critical here, and
requires a certain weight of the drill string. Thus both methods have a typical range of application
(cf. Figure 2.1). As an example, a table with the relevant rock types in Germany and the respective
suitable drilling methods is given in Appendix A.
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Within the new drilling technologies, two groups can be distinguished:
 Conventional mechanical drilling technologies in new configurations (2.3, e.g. inclined or
horizontal) or with increased efficiency (e.g. vibration, hydraulic down-hole-hammer)
 Drilling methods with new technology for crushing and transport (2.4, e.g. high-pressure
water, displacement, melting, etc.)

2.1 Direct installation of BHE in soil
Simple coaxial BHE consisting of an outer steel pipe have been installed by ramming them into
the ground with equipment usually used for geotechnical investigation/construction work. Steel
tubes have been installed angled downwards from a central pit in all directions, thus creating a
BHE cluster in the form of a cone (Figure 2.2). Rubber hoses were inserted into the steel tubes as
inner pipe, to create a simple coaxial BHE (cf. Figure 1.8). A number of plants in Germany (mainly
in the Northern part) have been built that way in the 1980/90s. Corrosion problems with the
steel tubes and the material cost have led to the effective demise of this method. However, this
concept was reintroduced with stainless steel tubes in Northern Italy in 2007, using a
penetrometer. The companies Hydra and Tecnopenta developed and patented (see Appendix B)
the methodology using a sonic head.
Plastic pipes can be pushed directly into soft ground to form a U-tube-BHE (Figure 2.2). Tests with
different guiding tools and pushing equipment were performed, also already in the 1980s and
1990s, in Sweden in glacial silt/clay deposits (overburden over crystalline rock) by using just a
single plastic pipe, and in sandy soil in the Netherlands, were prefabricated U-tube-BHE were
used instead (Figure 2.3). Today such techniques are considered again for suitable ground
situations.

Figure 2.2

27/09/2018

Schematics of pushing plastic pipes into clay with guiding tool (left) and ramming steel tubes
into the underground in the pattern of a cone (right)
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Figure 2.3

Methods to push single-U-tube BHE made of plastics into soft ground; left: pushing pipes into
clay (Engvall, 1986), right: using penetrometer truck and rod with lost tip (van den Berg, 1997)

2.2 Conventional drilling methods
A drilling technology always must fulfil several demands simultaneously:
 Cutting, crushing or destruction of the rock
 Forwarding of the crushed rock (“cuttings”) to the surface, to create an open cavern (hollow
cylinder) in the underground.
 Stabilising of the borehole wall (if not stable by nature), at least until the end of the
installation and grouting work
The difficulties in drilling normally are resulting less from the forces required to destroy and crush
the rock structure, but more from the problems associated with the stabilising of the borehole
wall and the moving of the drill cuttings to the surface. Hence the best conditions for drilling
down to 50-150 m depth are given in hard, stable rocks. In relatively soft ground with little
stability, the borehole cannot be kept open without a (temporary) casing, or additives to the
drilling mud. Additives (cf. Table 2) are used as little as possible, as permits from the water
authorities are required, and as most additives make the installation of the BHE pipes more
difficult.
Attention should be taken with light drill rigs, as with most drilling methods (in particular with
down-hole-hammer) the advance towards depth is the smaller problem than the subsequent
lifting and recovery of the drill string. The drill rig needs to include a powerful lifting unit (typically
hydraulic). The size and power of drill rigs therefore is normally given by the hook load, i.e. the
weight that they are able to lift out of the borehole.
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Material

Effect

Possible problems

Bentonite

Thixotropic, stabilises the borehole in
particular during standstill of drilling work

Can clog the pores of
aquifers

CMC (Cellulose)

Stabilises the borehole wall, reduces
losses of drilling fluid

Fosters bacterial growth

Baryte, Ilmenite,
etc

Heavy muds, are used in particular with
confined / artesian groundwater
conditions

Problems with installation
of BHE pipes

Foams

Improve the transport of cuttings, in
particular in deep boreholes with
pneumatic down-hole-hammer

Table 2 – Examples for additives to the drilling mud

With the classical drilling methods, the basic distinction is made into percussing, rotating, and
combined percussion-rotation methods. The most important of them that can be used for
shallow geothermal energy are described in the following subsections. Some examples of drilling
rigs are given in Appendix C.

2.2.1 Auger drilling
The drill cuttings are transported to the surface by a rotating auger (screw) as shown in Figure
2.4. This method is used in soft, but sufficiently stable ground; diameter 63-350 mm, maximum
depth 15-20 m (usually 5-10 m) 2. Augers are available at various diameters and with either a
solid rod in the centre or a tube (hollow stem auger). Auger drilling is typically used for
geotechnical investigations, post holes, etc.; the use for short BHE is reported since the 1980s,
when easily available post-hole-drilling tools were suggested for cost-effective BHE installation
(e.g. in Canada with Ontoria Hydro, with equipment used for post holes for electric lines (Svec,
1987), or in Germany for use with agricultural devices (Schulz, 1987; Beck et al., 1993; see
Appendix C).

Figure 2.4

Schematic of an auger (left, from Chugh, 1985), and auger drilling for BHE in stiff clay in
Ottawa, Canada (right, photo B. Sanner)

2 In H2020-project 657982 Cheap-GSHPs diameters of 400-450 mm and depths of 14 – 15 m were reached.
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2.2.2 Rotary drilling
This is the classical method for drilling by rotating a drill bit and flushing the hole (Figure 2.5).
Used in medium to hard rock, the drill cuttings are carried to the surface by a drilling fluid (“mud”)
pumped down through the hollow drill string. Drill bits in form of fixed cutter bits or rolling cutter
bits (roller bits) are used to cut or crush the rock (Figure 2.6). Rotary drilling always is relatively
slow, however, it is the only method to drill down to greater depth (several kilometres) with
diameters up to about one meter. Smaller drill rigs can achieve borehole depth of 100 - 200 m
with borehole diameter 89 - 300 mm. The flushing drilling method of rotary drilling is the only
method that can generally be used in all kinds of rock (better or less suited), There are variations
of rotary drilling, like reverse rotary, where the flow of the drilling mud is reversed (i.e. the
cuttings are transported towards the surface inside the drill pipes, as might be required for
unstable ground or large borehole diameters).
mud hose

mud
pump

drilling mud
and cuttings

rock bit
(crushing)

Figure 2.5

Schematic of rotary drilling (straight)

Figure 2.6

Example of a standard roller bit (left) and a roller bit with tungsten carbide inserts for very
hard rock (right), from Chugh (1985)

For use in built environment, rotary drilling rigs can be mounted on light vehicles (cf. Figure 2.7),
on trailers or on crawlers. Rotary flushing always requires equipment for mud handling, e.g. in
troughs or containers, warranting additional space (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.7

Left: Short wheelbase 4x4 truck doing rotary drilling for BHE alongside the new office and
workshop building of Geotherm GmbH in Linden, Germany, in January 1992 (the drilling is
done by Swiss company Grundag AG, with a rig produced by AGBO, Celle); right: Rotomax
drilling rig mounted on crawler working on a construction site in a conversion area (former
military use) in Wetzlar, Germany, in 2003 (photos: left B. Sanner, right O. Kohlsch)

Figure 2.8

Drilling mud containers for rotary drilling for BHE in sedimentary rocks at a site of a new office
building in Frankfurt-Höchst, 2009 (photo B. Sanner)
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2.2.3 Downhole hammer drilling
The down-hole hammer (DTH, Figure 2.9) combines rotation and percussion, and allows for a
relatively high drilling velocity in medium hard to very hard rock. A prerequisite is the availability
of a powerful compressor, because compressed air is used for operating the hammer and for
transporting the cuttings to the surface (Figure 2.10). Typical diameters range from 101-216 mm,
possible drilling depth is more than 100 m. Problems with raising the cuttings and mud to the
surface can occur in boreholes of about 150 m and deeper, when air pressure limits are
approached. For drilling in hard rock under softer overburden, the so-called ODEX-method has
been developed. Drilling rigs in Scandinavia usually are optimised for DTH drilling with high ROP,
to install BHE of up to 200 m in one day (Figure 2.11). Also hydraulically operated down-holehammers have been invented (G-Drill / Wassara, mainly for blast hole drilling), but could not yet
succeed in the market for BHE drilling (cf. chapter 2.3.2).
compressedair hose

compressor
cuttings

down-hole hammer
rock bit
(percussive)

Figure 2.9

Schematic of down-hole hammer drilling

Figure 2.10 Drilling with down-hole hammer for a residential BHE project in central Germany, 2007; to
the left the compressor (photo J. Uhde)
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Figure 2.11 Drilling rig optimized for DTH-drilling for deep BHE in crystalline rock in Sweden (photo S.
Carlsson)

2.2.4 Further drilling methods
There are several other drilling methods in use for different purposes; they are rarely, if all, used
for BHE installation, and thus are only shortly mentioned here.
Top hammer drilling
With this method the percussion tool is mounted on top of the drill rig, and the beats are
transferred to the bit through the drill string. High ROP can be achieved in very hard rock down
to about 70 m depth and with 76-115 mm diameter. This method is frequently used for drilling
of blast holes (Figure 2.12) in mines and quarries, and in Scandinavia sometimes also used for
BHE drilling.

Figure 2.12 Top hammer drill for blast holes in Scandinavia; the yellow/black box is a container for the
drill cuttings, which are more a fine powder and could dust the surroundings if not captured
(photo Geotec Sweden)
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Well digging
The classic way to access the underground e.g. for water supply from groundwater is to dig a
well. Originally done by hand shovels to remove the soil and by buckets to hoist it to the surface,
well digging today is mechanised and uses hydraulic casing rotators to move the protective casing
down and excavators to remove the material from the bottom of the well. In geothermal energy
projects well digging is used for groundwater heat pumps with wells in shallow aquifers in gravel
and sand (Figure 2.13), but it might also be a suitable method for large-diameter helicoidal BHE
(cf. 1.4.3).

Figure 2.13 Well digging with casing rotator and excavator for a shallow geothermal well in Bonn,
Germany (drilling diameter 1200 mm, final well diameter 800 mm, depth ca. 25 m) (photo E.
Mands)

Cable tool
Percussive drilling method using rather simple drill rigs with a drill bit falling to the bottom of the
borehole and lifted back with a cable winch. Rather slow, but requires little equipment (a tripod
with a pulley would do). A very ancient drilling method, refined e.g. in China (Figure 2.14), and
still applied world-wide with modern tool, electric winches etc.

Figure 2.14 Ancient Chinese cable tool drilling for water wells, using the elasticity of a bamboo pole for
lifting the tool (from Chugh, 1985)
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2.3 Improvement and further development of known techniques
2.3.1 Rotary drilling with additional vibration (RVD)
As an additional feature to classic rotary drilling, Rotation-Vibration-Drilling (RVD) has been
developed. The additional vibratory movement enhances the impact of the drill bit to the ground
and reduces friction along the drill string. The advantage is faster penetration (ROP), combined
with smaller cuttings that can be easily flushed out with reduced amounts of fluid (mud or air).
Some of the improvements claimed by this technology are:


significantly increased ROP, up to 1 m per minute



more precise drilling alignment with only 1% deviation possible



environmental friendly by reducing drilling fluids



easy retrieval of drill strings and casings using vibrations



can be used in most locations and most soil conditions

In general, RVD has three physical characteristics:


up- and down vibrations

(frequency / Hz)



push down force by drill mast chain or cylinder

(push-down force / kN)

 rotation of the drill string
(speed / rpm)
These three features allow for fast and efficient drilling in nearly all geological formations and up
to mid-hard rock. In mid-hard rock, where DTH drilling might also be suitable, RVD offers similar
or better ROP without the need for a big air compressor.
VibroDrill
TKI produces RVD drill heads under the brand name VibroDrill. At first glance such a rig looks like
a conventional drill rig, the biggest difference being the drill head. The VibroDrill head consists of
two main components: One component is the rotary drive which allows the rotational movement
of the drill string, and the other part is the oscillator which generates an up- and down-vibration.
This vibration is transferred into the drill string and then into the drill bit.
The fast up and down movement of the drill string fluidizes the surrounding soil particles while
the drill bit generates small fractures into the rock face and creates small cuttings. Compressed
air, cleaned drill mud or plain water can be utilized to remove these “powder cuttings”.
Compared to classic drilling methods only a small amount of drilling fluid is required, an
advantage towards environmentally friendly drilling.
The oscillator which creates the frequency is driven by a hydraulic motor. The oscillator uses
unbalance weights to generate high sinusoidal forces that are transmitted into the drill string and
drill bit. Several rubber springs avoid the transfer of vibrations into the drill rig. The frequency
can be varied to suit different soil conditions and is generally between 60 and 130 Hertz (3600 –
7800 cycles per minute).
VibroDrill is suited for geothermal drilling up to 100 m depth and allows the drilling of holes under
all angles, from 0° to 90° (from horizontal to vertical).
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Figure 2.15 VibroDrill drill head on drilling rig and drawing of VibroDill drill head (photo and drawing TKI)

Sonic Drilling
Rotary vibratory drills are also known under the names Sonic Drill (Canada) and SonicSampDrill
(NL). The following explanatory text is taken from the website of the manufacturer of the Dutch
version, Eijkelkamp SonicSampDrill: “Sonic drilling is a soil penetration technique that strongly
reduces friction on the drill string and drill bit due to liquefaction, inertia effects and temporary
reduction of porosity of the soil. The combination makes penetrating for a large range of soils
easy for our Sonic rigs and tooling. The penetration rates in most bedrock are faster with this
technology also. The oscillator within the drill head generates a high-frequency, resonant energy
which is directed down into the drill string. During drilling the resonant energy is combined with
rotational movement. This evenly distributes the energy which impacts the drill bit and drill string
of tooling. The drill operator can control the amount of sonic vibration the drill head generates to
match the force needed to optimally penetrate the soil and bedrock formations.” 3

2.3.2 Water-driven Down-Hole-Hammer
Wassara hammer and subsequent developments
This DTH with the name Wassara (earlier a.k.a. G-Drill) belongs to the group of known, improved
methods (US-patents 7,040,421 of 9.5.2006 and 6,994,175 of 7.2.2006). The main difference to
the pneumatic equipment for down-hole-hammer is the transfer of energy from the surface to
3 https://www.sonicsampdrill.com/sonic-drilling/how-does-sonic-drilling-work.htm , retrieved 14.6.2018
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the hammer through water (instead of compressed air). Fresh, filtered water with up to 180 bar
pressure from a conventional high pressure piston pump is used. The water exiting from the
hammer at low velocity causes little wear with drill pipes and hammer, and offers good
opportunities for stable and straight boreholes. After transporting the cuttings out of the
borehole, the water can be filtered and recycled (however, for protection of the hammer, fresh
water should be used whenever possible).
The main advantage of the water-operated down-hole-hammer (Figure 2.16) is that the driving
energy is transferred to the hammer by the water, without substantial losses even in deep
boreholes. Furthermore, the water hammer has a percussion frequency almost double of an airoperated hammer, which is rather effective for drilling velocity in hard rock. The drill cuttings are
transported to the surface even from greater depth with the water as drilling fluid.
The only relevant disadvantage is that for drilling mainly fresh water is required, and this must
be filtered to a particle size of ≤50 m. According to data from the manufacturer, for a borehole
diameter of 115 mm 7-13 m3 of water are required each hour.
Meanwhile the Wassara-hammer is available also in diameters suitable for drilling for borehole
heat exchangers. In Sweden (and also in Switzerland) the Wassara-hammer has been used
successfully for BHE drillings (Table 3).

Figure 2.16 Wassara down-hole-hammer (Graph Wassara AB)

Project

BHE system and geology

Office building for Vattenfall in
Råcksta near Stockholm, Sweden

16 borehole heat exchangers each 160 m deep, total
2560 m, in granite with quartzite dykes

Residential house in Danderyd,
Sweden

2 borehole heat exchangers each 180 m deep in granite,
heavy water inflow

Hotel Hof Weissbad in the
Appenzell Alps, Switzerland

deep borehole heat exchanger of 600 m in claystone
(with coiled tubing as drill string)

Table 3 – BHE projects with use of Wassara hammer

For drilling in hard rock, and in particular for borehole depth >150 m and strong groundwater
inflow, the Wassara-hammer already today offers a favourable alternative to the pneumatic
down-hole-hammer, or is the only feasible option to finish such drillings. If the disadvantage of
high freshwater consumption can be solved, the Wassara-hammer has the potential to become
the best suited method for drilling in hard rock. Development on making the Wassara-principle
working with drilling mud was done at GZB Bochum with some first tests (Wittig et al., 2015;
Hartung et al., 2016), but no decisive success yet.
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A comparison of rotary and the different hammer methods is given in Table 4. Seen from the
advantages and disadvantages, a possibility for combination is apparent: If a hydraulically driven
down-hole-hammer could be combined with a flushing method, the following desired goals could
be achieved:
 high ROP / drilling velocity
 higher stability of the open borehole due to the supporting drilling fluid
 lower fresh water demand, as the amount of water required to only operate the hammer
can be kept small.
The combination of flushing and hydraulic hammer could mean both higher ROP in shallow
boreholes and reliable drilling to greater depth. If drilling depth of routinely 200-250 m, and in
extreme cases >500 m could become possible for BHE, this would result in lower space
requirement, as few, deep boreholes are sufficient – a possible solution for larger geothermal
capacities in built environment.
Drilling method

Advantage

Disadvantage

Flushing methods
(e.g. rotary)

Great depth can be
achieved
Larger borehole diameters
possible, lower energy
demand

Relatively low ROP
A consequence of low ROP is high time
demand and thus high cost

Down-hole-hammer
drilling with air

“Fast“ drilling method
(high ROP in hard rock),
low cost because of fast
advance

Depth limit at ca. 300 m, for larger depth
the pressure of even a large compressor
driving the pneumatic hammer is no
more sufficient, and removal of cuttings
becomes impossible
High energy demand (driving of
compressor)

Hydraulically driven
down-hole-hammer

Fast drilling method (very
high ROP in hard rock),
great depth can be
reached, low energy
demand

High water consumption, as the water
for driving the hammer is also used for
flushing. Cleaning and recycling of the
water to allow for repeated use in the
hyrdaulic hammer is not economic.
Furthermore, no mud additives can be
used, as they would clog the hammer.

Table 4 – Comparison of rotary, DTH and Wassara

Dual-fluid and multi-fluid hammer
The Australian company Strada (registered in Jersey, Channel Islands) has devised a drilling
method that actually combines the water hammer with a separate flushing circuit. The basic
technical consideration is to use a supplementary casing, which is installed inside the drill string
proper, in which the drilling mud is circulating. The down-hole-hammer is driven through that
casing with “clean” water. Lateral openings have to be created for the down-hole-hammer to
guarantee the circulation of the fluid. The pressure of the water used for operating the hammer
should be so high, that with a water amount as small as possible a large ROP can be created. On
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the other hand, the additional casing should be as simple and cheap as possible. A suitable
compromise between the amount of water, and the pressure stability of the additional casing
has to be found. Furthermore, the power swivel of the drill rig has to be modified in such a way
that an additional adapter for the pressure casing is available.

Figure 2.17 Dual-fluid hammer of Strada (from patent application WO 2016/074025 A1)

2.3.3 Radial boreholes drilled from a central pit
Already in the 1980s BHEs have been rammed (Figure 2.2) or drilled radially from a pit, in a
pattern directed downwards at an inclined angle. An example for drilling was the direct
expansion borehole heat exchangers of Georg Haase from Kirchhundem. Also since that time
patent applications for this pattern have been filed. In 2006 a manufacturer of drill rigs, TractoTechnik in Altenhundem, asked again for patent protection for such a pattern with application
no. DE 10 2006 054435 A1. It is marketed as „Geothermal Radial Drilling“ (GRD). Some rather
intelligent solutions in details have been found, including e.g. a step-less control of inclination,
and the fact that the modules for the motor and the actual drill rig can be detached from each
other easily. There are some interesting advantages for this way of installation of BHE, in
particular for low capacities in the built environment. More information on this technology is
given in Appendix C.

2.4 Unconventional drilling methods
2.4.1 Water jet drilling
Cutting of rock with a high-pressure water jet already has a history of several decades.
Repeatedly drilling methods have been proposed that should use a water jet for cutting and
crushing the rock. In Germany the drilling with high-pressure water jet has been further
developed and tested in the beginning of the 1980s by Barbara Rohstoffbetriebe GmbH for the
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application in haematitic iron ore mining in the Lahn-Dill-region, with a project supported by the
then ministry of research and technology (BMFT). The aim was to drill the blast holes much
quicker in the hard, frequently silicified “red iron stone” (haematite). The tests were not very
successful in the beginning, and have been stopped after the final abandonment of the mining
activities in that region.
From 2003-2007, the German ministry of education and research (BMBF) has funded a project
where the Geothermiezentrum of Bochum University of Applied Technology has taken up the
idea of high-pressure water jet drilling, together with the company Vaillant GmbH & Co. KG (a
heat pump manufacturer), and have developed a usable drill rig (Figure 2.18) under the name
“Geojetting“ (Bracke and Wittig, 2009).

Figure 2.18 Drill rig with pivotable, tilting tower and Geojetting-tool (photo Vaillant GmbH & Co. KG)

For this drilling method water under a pressure of 1000 bar and with an amount of up to 80 l/s is
used (this means that by assuming a share of 60 % of actual drilling work a required water volume
of almost 3 m3/h, which is considerably lower than the values for the Wassara-hammer). It can
be assumed that also here pure fresh water, without solid particles, has to be used. The water
jet destroys the rock, and is said to displace the remaining fine particles into the pores of the
surrounding rock. This can well be imagined for unconsolidated deposits and sediments, but
seems to be very problematic with very hard, low fracture rock.
A considerable advantage of the method is the drill bit, which is detachable and can be recovered
through the drill string. This allows for the installation of the borehole heat exchanger pipes
under the protection of the pipes (Figure 2.19). The recovery of the drill pipes from the borehole,
which has not been widened by the use of a drilling mud, could become a problem in hard rock
or in layers and a compressing stress. The mantle friction that has to be overcome will achieve
substantial values, and will require very large forces for dragging and rotating.
A problem with water jet drilling (as well as with other unconventional drilling methods) is the
fact that no or only little drill cuttings are brought to the surface. Thus no information can be
gained of the geology of the perforated layers. In certain cases a geophysical borehole log for
investigating the geology could be required.
Currently too few experiences with “Geojetting“ have been made. The applicability for very soft
and very hard rocks has not yet safely been demonstrated, and the question of retrieving
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geological information from the borehole is still unanswered. In the last years little has been
heard about “Geojetting”, and GZB has concentrated work on water hammers.

Figure 2.19 Methodology for recovery of the drill bit through the drill string, the installation of the
borehole heat exchanger, and the subsequent grouting with retraction of the pipes
(graphics Vaillant GmbH & Co. KG)

2.4.2 Other unconventional methods
Fire jet drilling (spallation drilling)
Fire-Jet-Drilling, a.k.a. ”spallation drilling“, is known since about the mid of the 20th century, but
has been a niche technology for all that time (it was also tested within the BMFT-funded project
in the 1980s mentioned in 2.4.1). Its effect is based upon the fact that numerous (mostly very
hard) rocks crack into small discs or chips under sudden heating (spallation). Therefore a burner
chamber, supplied with oxygen and fuel oil, is installed at the drill string, creating a flame of up
to 1’800 m/s velocity and temperatures up to 2400 °C. 150 l/h are named as typical fuel
consumption. Water is added and injected simultaneously, which cools the burner jets and helps
to move the crushed rock to the surface, together with the pressure of the combustion gases.
Spallation drilling is rather demanding, and above all very loud. It makes sense only in cases
where extremely hard rock has to be drilled in, for which conventional drilling methods show
almost no advance. In Germany, fire jet drilling (spallation drilling) has been tested in the
beginning of the 1980s, within the BMFT-supported R&D project on drilling in haematite mines
mentioned above. It has been abandoned before the problems associated with the burning
chamber had been solved.
Erosional drilling, melting drilling
Erosional drilling: Material in the borehole is molten, partly vaporised, and displaced by electric
discharge processes. This allows for the creation of non-circular holes, as a rotating action is not
required. Erosional drilling is used e.g. in working with metals. The method has been also
discussed for the use with rock drilling (in hard rock), but it has never been actually used, as to
our knowledge. The technical effort and the energy demand should be too high, and specific
advantages over other, conventional methods cannot be seen.
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Melting drilling: In relation to boreholes for deep geothermal energy it has been suggested in the
1980s, to melt boreholes down into the underground with electrically heated drill bits. An
advantage of this technology would be the fact that the borehole wall will solidify like a glass,
and would act as support and sealing for the surrounding rock. There is no information on any
practical application.

2.5 Synopsis on drilling methods
This review of the state-of-the-art of drilling technology available for shallow geothermal
applications leads to the following conclusions:


For unconsolidated soil, the classic methods (auger, rotary with fixed cutting blades) are
still valid, complemented by well digging for larger diameters. Direct installation of BHE
in soft ground (without drilling) might be considered again for shallow BHE. By using RVD
to install coaxial BHE also in unconsolidated soil without and with drilling, higher speeds
can be reached and less invasive conditions created.



For soft to mid-hard rock, the rotary vibratory drill (RVD) can be considered as the most
suitable technology down to a depth of ca. 100 m, offering improvements over classic
rotary and, for the mid-hard rocks, allowing to get rid of the air compressor associated
with DTH.



For hard to very hard rock, the down-hole-hammer (DTH) still is the best option, with
improvements like water-driven hammers possible.



For larger diameters in rock and for very deep holes, classic rotary is still the only option,
possibly with some improved hammers (e.g. dual-fluid) for very hard rock.

From the improved and new technologies described in 2.3 and 2.4, only RVD and improved DTH
seem promising. Thus the graph based on the state-of-the-art of 1987, shown at the beginning
of this chapter in Figure 2.1, might be updated as below in Figure 2.20.
hard rock
down hole
hammer (DTH)

rotary vibratory
drill (RVD)
soft rock

well
auger, rotary fixed cutting bit
digging
20 60 100 140 180 220 260 300 340

borehole diameter [mm]
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

borehole diameter [inch]

Figure 2.20 Typical range of application for drilling methods, updated from Figure 2.1 based on Hytti
(1987) taking into account the drilling technologies available in 2018
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3 Constraints for drilling in built environment
Drilling in the built environment has to adapt to numerous constraints caused by the site
conditions and surroundings. These constraints can be basically divided into primary technical
issues (accessibility, available working area, existing obstacles, etc.) and other issues, caused
indirectly by technology or plainly non-technical (noise, smell, vibrations, visual obstruction,
regulations, etc.). Both are dealt with in this chapter in condensed form, with reference to the
more in-depth coverage of barriers in Task 1.1 of project GEO4CIVHIC. A first survey among the
project partners within Task 1.1, in May 2018, identified the following areas of difficulties for
drilling and GHE installation in built environment:
a.
space constraints, accessibility
b.
existing underground infrastructure (gas and water supply piping, sewers,
electrical power cables, etc.)
c.
energy and material supply, waste removal
d.
noise, dirt, vibration, pollution
e.
dangerous remains of previous conflicts
f.
other…

3.1 Technical barriers in built environment
“Most of the building sites do not correspond to the desires of the drilling companies. Flexibility
and exact knowledge of the possibilities are therefore very important.” (J. Uhde) 4. This quote is
true for any construction site, but even more for sites within built environment. Two main
constraints are predetermined by the site geometry: The size of the available area for drilling,
and the access to this area. Drilling rigs need a certain room to manoeuver, and room around for
the workers, material and accessory equipment. Room is required in particular behind the mast,
for adding and removing tubes. Novel systems with vertical tube handling and storage can
somewhat reduce the required area. On very small sites sometimes equipment like compressor
(for DTH) or mud containers need to be located outside, with longer air hoses and pipes required
to connect them to the rig and the respective cost and hassle. This is also valid for grouting, if
material handling, mixing and pumping has to be done at a distance from the borehole to be
grouted.
Obstacles like balconies, trees, walls, gates etc. can further limit the working room, not to speak
of existing, nice gardens. While most problems with accessibility to the drilling site can be
overcome somehow, by narrow rigs or even by lifting, the drilling location as such needs a certain
area and any obstacles can cause delays and increase cost. Often the available area only allows
for a small rig, capable of installing boreholes of considerably less than 100 m depth, while on
the other hand the heating/cooling load would require for deeper BHE to make the best use of
the available area. Only a combination of more powerful, albeit small rigs, improved BHE and
technologies to reduce the heat requirement from the ground (e.g. by dual-source heat pumps)
has the potential to provide economically acceptable solutions for such sites.
The most difficult situation is if no or not sufficient area is available outside of buildings. Drilling
inside a building basement, underground parking or similar is basically possible, but associated
4 quoted from Geotrainet drillers course material, Peine, DE, March 2010
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with various problems and increased cost. The basic geometrical problem is the ceiling height,
restricting the mast height of the drilling rig and the possible length of individual drill pipes. For
deeper boreholes, a short mast and short drill pipes (e.g. 2 m instead of 5 m) will mean an
increase in gross drilling time. Engine fumes and heat need to be controlled. A drilling rig
optimised for indoor drilling would best have the power generation outside, with hydraulic,
pneumatic or electric transmission to the mast and drill head. For DTH, compressors also should
be outside the building. Development in this field could open a potential for GSHP in existing
buildings that hitherto is virtually untouched.
A final problem with drilling sites in built environment is the high probability of existing
underground infrastructure (gas and water supply piping, sewers, electrical power cables, etc.).
Good maps and diligent survey are crucial, with improved methods for detection of underground
items desirable. While drilling into an artificial cavern like a metro line or railway tunnel is rather
rare, it has nevertheless happened, so in March 2013 in London near Old Street Station
(foundation pile drilling based on inaccurate maps) 5 and in October 2014 in the New York subway
(geotechnical drilling to close to a tunnel) 6. Caution is also required with dangerous remains of
past conflicts, a particular problem until today with WWII-bombs in areas having suffered air
raids on cities, in Germany, UK, and elsewhere.

3.2 Non-technical barriers in built environment
Drilling in the built environment always means drilling in the vicinity of others, be they residents,
office occupants, passers-by or others. Noise, dust, dirt, smell, vibrations etc. are caused by the
drilling process and must be controlled for minimum impact on the surroundings. Also material
supply and waste removal (cuttings) interfere with the neighbours. Communication plans need
to be devised and appropriate shielding installed. Usually neighbours are willing to accept some
temporary nuisance if they know it is for a good case, like clean energy. A particular story was
told from drilling in the frame of the Dutch mine-water project in Heerlen (Mijnwater), where
one drilling location around 2006/07 was right in front of a home for retired miners. These
neighbours were highly interested in the activity, and their impact on drilling delays was mostly
in interfering with the drilling crew by giving unsolicited advice.
Non-technical barriers also include licensing procedures and other regulatory issues. Deliverable
D1.1 in Task 1.1 of project GEO4CIVHIC will cover this area in detail.

3.3 Examples of problems posed by site constraints
Some examples of drilling under difficult site conditions are presented here, and solutions to
overcome these constraints are highlighted in a photo gallery. The first example is to show a bestcase example, i.e. a very favourable site in a city. In Frankfurt-Höchst, in the western part of
Frankfurt am Main, DE, a new office block was planned. The site, albeit in a very urban zone,
could be cleared completely of any previous buildings, and a clean and level surface for the
drilling work was achieved (Figure 3.1). The BHE installed by up to three drilling rigs in parallel
are now located underneath the new building.

5 http://www.constructionenquirer.com/2013/03/12/piling-firm-all-foundations-pierced-london-rail-tunnel/
6 http://www.britishdrillingassociation.co.uk/news/New-York-Subway-Drilling-Incident
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Figure 3.1

For comparison: Drilling in the city, under almost ideal conditions on an unusually clean site
of a new office building in Frankfurt-Höchst, 2009 (photo B. Sanner)

For the Renewable Energy House in Brussels, BE, the only place to locate BHE was in the inner
courtyard, the only access being through the carriage passage (Figure 3.2). Classic rotary was
used and the drilling rig had to manage the narrow passageway, and to turn on the spot in the
courtyard to position the mast over the planned BHE locations in the corners. In other cases with
restricted access, drilling rigs have been hoisted by cranes into location, above buildings or other
obstacles (Figure 3.3, left); for the case in Brussels, the surrounding buildings where just too high
to do so. Meanwhile small, powerful drilling rigs for BHE in the range of 100 m are available with
a width of just 1.2 m (Figure 3.3, right), and even smaller ones with less than 1 m width for
shallower holes and drilling using auger or rotary (see Appendix C). However, also large rigs
capable of greater depth can be used in many cases in the built environment, even for depth of
300 m in Paleozoic sedimentary rocks (Figure 3.4). Furthermore, standard water well rigs
mounted on a truck are used for drilling in built environment, albeit with some squeezing in tight
locations (Figure 3.5).
Also some unusual obstacles may occur, like trees protected by city regulations as in an example
in Frankfurt, DE (Figure 3.6). Two very special examples round off this chapter. One is for
refurbishment of an office building in Fulda, DE, where the only area available was the site of a
double-deck parking. To achieve sufficient heat exchange within the given area, the BHE had to
be much deeper than 100 m. The headroom of the lower deck, however, was too low for a drilling
rig as required to achieve this target depth. Thus the upper deck was supported by metal struts
to take the weight of the drilling rig, and drilling was done from the upper deck with a stand-pipe
closing off the drill string through the lower deck (Figure 3.7). In the second case, drilling was
done in an underground workshop and parking with sufficient headroom to accommodate a
drilling rig capable of almost 300 m depth (Figure 3.8). Problems with engine fumes and heat, in
particular from compressors, had to be overcome in this “indoor drilling” project; an option can
be to use drilling rigs powered by electric motors (Figure 3.8), supplied from grid or generators.
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Figure 3.2

Drilling in the courtyard of a city mansion in Brussels, under conversion into offices as the
Renewable Energy House, 2005; the rig had to maneuver through the passageway in the right
photo, and turn almost on the spot in the courtyard to drill in each of the four corners
(photos: left P. Dumas, right B. Sanner)

Figure 3.3

Drilling rig is taken into a garden behind buildings by using a crane (left, photo J. Uhde) and
narrow drilling rig on crawlers (Rotomax L) passing into a back garden (right, photo Geotec
Bohrtechnik GmbH)

Figure 3.4

Drilling for a 300 m deep BHE for an existing single-family house in Wetzlar, DE, in 2007
(photo B. Sanner)
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Figure 3.5

Drilling in narrow confines with truck-mounted drilling rigs (photos J. Uhde)

Figure 3.6

Drilling of groundwater wells for a groundwater heat pump system in Frankfurt, DE, in 2007,
with protected trees that were not to be damaged (photo E. Mands)
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Figure 3.7

Drilling for refurbishment of a post-war office building in Fulda, Germany, in 2006/07, drilling
from the top of a two-storey parking lot, through the lower level into the underground
(photos: left B. Sanner, right J. Uhde)

Figure 3.8

Drilling for BHE of 290 m depth in an underground parking in Stockholm, SE, in 2013/14 (left,
photo A. Nilsson) and indoor drilling with electricity-driven Hydra drilling rig for geotechnical
purposes in London (right, photo provided by Hydra)
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4 Conclusions
The state-of-the-art of BHE and of shallow geothermal drilling has been reviewed, and the
technologies have been evaluated in the light of application for shallow geothermal energy in
existing buildings. Furthermore, site constraints for drilling in the built environment have been
discussed.
Concerning BHE, the U-tube concept still represents the cheapest option. Coaxial BHE again have
become an interesting alternative and could be a basis for further development of BHE
specialised for use in existing buildings (minimally invasive BHE installation) and for thermal
underground storage (BTES). Also helicoidal BHE might constitute an alternative for existing
buildings. In standard applications, the economic advantages of helicoidal BHE over standard Utube designs are not yet conclusive, with improvements in efficiency not outweighing the higher
cost. However, this might be different in applications for existing buildings, where site constraints
change the drilling cost pattern. Investigations in demo sites within project GEO4CIVHIC will help
to answer this question and will provide data to determine which BHE type would be the overall
better choice in different scenarios.
BHE is the sector in shallow geothermal where most patents and utility models have been filed
(cf. Appendix B). Hence any development needs to ensure no IP rights are infringed, and on the
other hand needs to make sure that new designs and materials are acceptable from the
perspective of environmental protection. The development towards better efficiency and easier,
cleaner installation thus will take place within the constraints of IP, administrative licensing
(groundwater and environment), and cost.
The drilling technologies available for shallow geothermal applications have been evaluated. The
classic methods for unconsolidated soil (auger, rotary with fixed cutting blades) are still valid,
complemented by well digging for larger diameters. Direct installation of BHE in soft ground
(without drilling) might be considered again for shallow BHE. The rotary vibratory drill (RVD) can
be considered as the most suitable technology in soft to mid-hard rock down to a depth of ca.
100 m, offering improvements over classic rotary and, for the mid-hard rocks, allowing to get rid
of the air compressor associated with DTH. The down-hole-hammer (DTH), however, still is the
best option hard to very hard rock, with improvements like water-driven hammers possible.
Classic rotary is still the only option suitable for larger diameter boreholes in rock and for very
deep holes. Improvements in hammer technology (e.g. dual-fluid) for very hard rock seem
feasible. From the improved and new drilling technologies described in this document, only RVD
and improved DTH seem promising for further work in this project.
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Appendix A: Drilling and Geology
Typical geological settings
The drilling technology suitable on a given site is of course mainly dictated by the geological and
hydrogeological conditions. Different examples of typical European geological situations are
provided in the following graphs. An overview map for Europe is shown in Figure A.5, and an
example of regional distribution is given for Germany further below.
The situation in Northern Europe is characterised mainly be hard rock under a softer layer
(overburden), mostly of glacial/periglacial origin, and from less than a meter to several tens of
metres thick (Figure A.1). Drilling consist of casing through the overburden (e.g. by the ODEX®
method) and continuing with open hole in rock using DTH. BHE are mostly not grouted, but just
standing in groundwater. For shallow BHE, auger or similar drilling can often be done in the
overburden.
In large areas of the rest of Europe, the geology is dominated by Mesozoic sediments resting
(sub-)horizontal or tilted, and often intersected by faults (Figure A.2). A risk can exist for confined
or artesian groundwater (see below), drilling could be done by DTH or rotary, depending on rock
hardness. BHE need to be grouted in this geology.
In European fold belts like the Pyrenees, Alps and Carpathians, sedimentary rocks are folded and
faulted (Figure A.3), often metamorphosed. Drilling is done mostly with DTH, sometimes rotary;
groundwater can be found in fissures and fractures, and grouting is always required.
The fourth important type of geology is found in the sedimentary basins of Europe, like the North
German - Polish basin, the Bavarian Alpine foreland, the Po plain etc. Often younger sediments,
mostly unconsolidated, are stacked on each other (Figure A.4). Drilling is done with rotary rigs,
often using temporary casing to stabilise the hole; sometimes the risk of confined or artesian
groundwater exists, and all BHE need to be grouted. Auger or similar drilling can often be done
for shallow BHE.

overburden (e.g. clay, till)

crystalline rock
(granit, gneiss)

Figure A.1 Typical drilling situation in Baltic-Scandinavian shield region: hard rock under soft overburden
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soil, weathered zone
sedimentary layers
(sandstone,marl,
limestone, etc.)

Horst structure

Graben structure

Figure A.2 Typical drilling situation in Mesozoic Europe: sedimentary layers of varying hardness and
permeability

soil, weathered zone

Saddle structure

Figure A.3 Typical drilling situation in European fold belts: sedimentary and other rocks folded and
faulted

soil, weathered zone

clay (aquitard)

sand/gravel (aquifer)

Figure A.4 Typical drilling situation in sedimentary basins of Europe: unconsolidated sediments

Within Europe, the basic geological situation, rock type and age very widely. An overview map of
the European geology as relevant to shallow geothermal drilling was provided in IEE-project
GEOTRAINET (2008-2011), as shown here in Figure A.5. As most drilling companies are working
regionally, with transport cost for equipment, material and workforce limiting economically the
geographical radius of activities, these companies are used to the geological situation in their
region and have the necessary drilling equipment on hand.
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Figure A.5 European-wide distribution of basic rock types (prepared by BRGM for Geotrainet project,
2011)

Environmental issues due to geology
A main problem when drilling into groundwater-bearing layers is associated with the pressure of
the groundwater, controlling the water table in a borehole. In layers where the catchment area
is higher than the drilling site, and where layers with low permeability cover the aquifer, the
pressure level of the groundwater can be higher than the physical upper boundary of the aquifer
(Figure A.6). When drilling through the confining layers into such aquifers, the water in the
borehole will rise, and even might flow out freely at the surface (Figure A.7).
catchement
area

well in confined
aquifer

artesian well

clay (aquitard)

sand/gravel (aquifer)

Figure A.6 Schematic of geology leading to confined aquifers and artesian wells
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Figure A.7 Examples of artesian groundwater encountered with BHE drilling; ca. 2 bar overpressure at a
site in Frankfurt-Höchst, Germany, in 1991 (left, photo B. Sanner) and very damaging artesian
outflow in Wiesbaden, Germany, in 2009 (right, photo G. Mittelbach)

Closing a borehole tapping an artesian aquifer can be very demanding and time-consuming. In a
case in Wiesbaden, Germany (Figure A.7, right), major damage was also done by inappropriate
first response measures (unsuitable concrete was flushed into the local sewage system). Also
never try to install a BHE in an artesian aquifer; grouting will not be enough to keep the water
down permanently. BHE installation might just be possible for small overpressure (<1 bar), e.g.
using a specific packer as developed in Switzerland (Figure A.8).

Figure A.8 Packer for double-U-tube BHE installation under artesian conditions (after patent application
EP 1 865 146 A1)

Other geological hazards for drilling include karstic cavities in limestone areas, the presence of
anhydrite (water-free CaSO4, as this increases its volume in contact with water and can cause
ground uplift), and drainage of aquifers possibly resulting in land subsidence.
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Example: Rock types and drilling methods for Germany
As an example, important rock types, with information on their regional presence in Germany
and suitable drilling method for the related rock, are given in the following table.
Rock type

Geological age

Main presence

Drilling method

Basalt etc.

Devonian,
Permian,
Tertiary

Lahn-Dill-area, Nahe-area,
Thuringian Forest, Westerwald,
Vogelsberg, Rhön, Eifel, Hegau

Down-hole-hammer

Clay, Silt

Tertiary,
Quarternary

Northern Germany, Upper Rhine
Graben, Alpine foreland,
Westerwald, river valleys

Auger, locally Rotary

Conglomerate Permian, Triassic Nahe region, Thuringian Forest,
7
Eastern Black Forest, Alps

Down-hole-hammer

Dolomite

Down-hole-hammer

Permian, Triassic South German sedimentary
region, Hessian - Thuringian Lower Saxonian hills

Evaporites 8
Permian, Mid
(gypsum, salt) and Upper
Triassic

South German sedimentary
region, Hessian - Thuringian Lower Saxonian hills, Thuringian
basin, Alps

Rotary, also locally
down-hole-hammer

Gneiss

Paleozoic,
Precambrian

Black Forest, Odenwald, Harz,
Thüringer Wald, Erzgebirge,
Fichtelgebirge, Oberpfälzer Wald,
Bavarian Forest

Down-hole-hammer

Granite etc

Paleozoic,
Precambrian

Black Forest, Odenwald, Harz,
Thüringer Wald, Erzgebirge,
Fichtelgebirge, Oberpfälzer Wald,
Bavarian Forest

Down-hole-hammer

Gravel 9

Tertiary,
Quarternary

Northern Germany, Upper Rhine
Graben, Alpine foreland, river
valleys

Auger, gravel pump,
locally Rotary

Limestone 10

Devonian,
Triassic, Jurassic,
Cretac.

Rhenish Massif, South German
sedimentary region, Thuringian
basin, Alps

Down-hole-hammer,
locally Rotary

7 Very much varying in hardness (e.g. silicification), sometimes intercalated
8 Problems with the use of water-based drilling mud; caution

with clay and shale
also in the presence of anhydrite (water-free CaSO4),

as this increases its volume in contact with water

9 Typically problems with the stability of deeper boreholes beneath the groundwater level

10 Rather different properties for hardness and thickness of layers, frequently intercalated with marls
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Table continued

Rock type

Geological age

Main presence

Drilling method

Marl 11

Triassic to
Cretaceous

South German sedimentary
region, Thuringian basin, Münster
basin

Rotary, also locally
down-hole-hammer

Moraine

Quarternary

Northern Germany, Alpine
foreland

No optimum
method

Sand 12

Tertiary,
Quarternary

Northern Germany, Upper Rhine
Graben, Alpine foreland, river
valleys

Auger, locally Rotary

Sandstone,
Greywackes

Paleozoic to
Tertiary

Central mountains, South German
sedimentary region, Alps

Down-hole-hammer,
locally Rotary

Paleozoic,
Mesozoic

Rhenish Massif, Vogtland and
similar

Rotary, locally
down-hole-hammer

13

Shale,
Claystone

Figure A.9 Simplified map of German geology, showing areas with mainly unconsolidated sediments,
sedimentary rocks, and crystalline rocks

11 Frequently intercalated with harder limestone

12 Typically problems with the stability of deeper boreholes beneath the groundwater level
13 Very much varying in hardness (e.g. silicification), sometimes intercalated
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Appendix B: Patents and Utility Models on BHE
IPR protection plays an important role in making innovation economically feasible, and the
awareness of existing patents and utility models (Gebrauchsmuster) is a prerequisite for
successful IPR management. However, knowledge of patents etc. also benefits R&D, by
elucidating development paths already tried, providing ideas for own development, and showing
limitations where own development could infringe existing rights. Not only valid patents
currently in force are important, but also rejected or withdrawn patents as well as older patents,
obsolete in most countries from 20 years after filing on, since they show what cannot be
protected anymore. The following tables are the result of an extensive research in patent
databases in European countries, with European Patent Agency EPA, and with the US office of
patents, based on continuous work at project partner UBeG reaching back long before the start
of the project. The current version is up to date as to autumn 2017 and will be updated during
the project lifetime.
List of Patents and Utility Models on U-tube BHE
Number

AT 510 325 B1
AT 505 668 B1
14
DE 10 2007
036324 A1
DE 10 2007
018979 B3
DE 10 2007
017078 B3 15
AT 505 104 B1
DE 102 36238
A1
DE 10 2007
036114 A1
DE 10 2007
024656 A1
DE 10 2007
002606 A1 16

Original Title

Content

U-tube BHE, Patents in force
Footpiece for double-U-tube
BHR with adapter for
Sondenkopf
insertion rod
Vorrichtung zum Schutz eines
Metal cylinder as protection
Sondenfusses für eine Erdsonde
for U-tube footpiece
U-tube BHE fittings with
very smooth surface by
Erdwärmesonden-Rohrformteil
blow molding
Abstandshalter zur achsparallelen
Centralizer for U-tube BHE
Fixierung mehrerer Rohrstränge
Erdwärmesonde und Zentrierelement für Erdwärmesonde

U-tube BHE and centralizer
for it

Footpiece for double-U-tube
BHE made from one piece of
PE
Sondenfuß für
U-tube BHE inside an outer
Bohrlochkollektoren
pipe
U-tube BHE, Patent applications
Thermisch-Teilisolierte
U-tube BHE with upward
Erdwärmesonde
pipe thermally insulated
Footpiece for double-U-tube
Sondenfuß Gemini für eine
BHE with protection for
Erdsonde
insertion
Sondenkopf einer
Erdwärmesonde

Sondenfuß einer Erdwärmesonde

Footpiece for U-tube BHE
with socket fusion parts

Inventor

Filed
Granted

Hafner, C.

01.09.2010
15.04.2013

Kopp, E.

06.09.2007
15.03.2009

Graf, H.

31.07.2007
15.04.2010

Müller, H.-W.

21.04.2007
28.08.2008

Pumpenboese

10.04.2007
27.11.2008

Hafner, C.

21.12.2006
15.01.2009

Kluge, D.

07.08.2002
03.02.2005

Zimmermann,
J.

01.08.2007
not yet

Pinkl, J., Graf,
F.

26.05.2007
not yet

Heinloth, L.

12.01.2007
not yet

14 Also applied for as EP 2034254 A3

15 Also Utility Model DE 20 2007 005268 U1

16 Granted as Utility Model DE 20 2007 000764 U1 and DE 20 2007 000763 U1
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Number

Original Title

DE 10 2006
011161 A1

Stabiler Sondenfuß für eine
Rigid, stable footpiece for UErdsonde
tube BHE
Erdwärmesonden und Verfahren
U-tube BHE with two types
zum Einbringen einer derartigen
of grouting 17
Erdwärmesonde
Verfahren und Anordnung zum
Concept of U-tube BHE with
Betrieb einer Anlage zur Gedifferent circuits for heat
winnung von Erdwärme und
extraction and injection
Erdkälte
Fixierelemente für Rohrabschnitte
Spacers for U-tube BHE
einer Erdwärmesonde
U-tube BHE, Patents obsolete (>20 years)

DE 10 2005
060970 A1
DE 10 2005
011239 A1
EP 1 387 310
A1

Content

Inventor

Filed
Granted

Pinkl, J., Graf,
F.

10.03.2006
not yet

FITR GmbH

20.12.2005
not yet

Wagner, R.

11.03.2005
not yet

Luder, F.

31.07.2002
not yet

EP 05 82118
A1

Erdsondengebilde, Distanzhalter

U-tube BHE with spacers

SACAC Hergiswil
AG

19.07.1993
not yet

CH 687 268 A5

Sondenfuß für eine Erdsonde

Footpiece for U-tube BHE

Luder, F.

09.06.1993
18.06.1995

CH 671 093 A5
18

Vorrichtung zum Einführen einer
Method to insert U-tube
Erdsonde
BHE by using metal rod
Erdsonde zum Einführen in ein
Double-U-tube BHE
vertikales Bohrloch
U-tube BHE, US-Patents
Single-U-tube BHE with
upward / downward pipes
Geothermal pipe system
of different size / shape
Footpiece for U-tube BHE
for installation in vertical,
Method and means for installing
tilted or (sub)horizontal
geothermal heat loops
boreholes

Geser, S.

07.09.1987
31.07.1989

Rohner, E.

30.03.1984
13.12.1985

Hardin, J.

25.03.2011
10.03.2015

Alexander,
M.T.

18.03.2011
06.04.2014

Lambert, P. et
al.

16.03.2011
19.03.2013

Ruot, T.J.

16.04.2010
15.11.2011

Jensen, R.

16.02.2012
04.02.2014

Yang, T.-H.

28.10.2009
11.08.2015

Ojala, M. et al.

17.09.2008
17.01.2017

CH 653 120 A5

US 8,973,617

US 8,714,237

US 8,398,034
US D648,835
US 8,640,765
19
US 9,103,603
US 9,546,802

Pipe spacer

Spacers for U-tube BHE

Geothermal U-bend socket fusion
fitting
Twisted conduit for geothermal
heating and cooling systems
Thermal conductive cylinder
installed with U-type core piping
and loop piping
Pipe collector for heat pump
systems

Footpiece for U-tube BHE
with socket fusion parts
BHE made of U-tubes
twisted around grout pipe
BHE with multiple-U-pipe or
helicoidal pipe in borehole
with thermal filling
Pipe with helicoidal inner
surface for U-tube BHE
BHE consisting of a single
pipe with dividing wall
Footpiece for U-tube BHE
with adapter for tremie pipe

US 8,511,368

Geothermal heat exchanger

US 6,860,320

Bottom member and heat loops

Hardin, J.,
Zhang, C.
Johnson, H. et
al.

24.05.2008
20.08.2013
15.01.2004
01.03.2005

17 thermally enhanced grout around downward pipe(s) and thermally insulating grout around upward pipe(s)
18 Also applied for and granted as AT 390 997 B
19 Also US 9,109,813
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Number

Original Title

Content

Inventor

Filed
Granted

US 7,048,037

Geothermal heating and/or
cooling apparatus and method of
using same

U-tube BHE with pipes
connected at intervals

McNair, E.F.

09.12.2003
23.05.2006

US 6,920,924
20

Wellbore apparatus

Footpiece for U-tube BHE
with adapter for weight,
tremie pipe etc.

Roesch, M.A.
et al.

29.05.2003
26.07.2005

US 6,789,608

Thermally exposed, centrally
insulated geothermal heat
exchange unit

Single-U-tube BHE with
insulation between pipes

Wiggs, B.

22.04.2002
14.09.2004

US 6,000,459

U-bend pipe spacer

Spacers for U-tube BHE

Jeppesen, K.

14.05.1999
14.12.1999

US 6,672,371

Earth heat exchange system

U-tube BHE with sold
footpiece

US 5,533,356
21

In-ground conduit system for
geothermal applications

U-tube BHE with winged fins

Amerman,
T.R.
DeMasters,
J.G.

US 4,993,483

Geothermal heat transfer system

U-tube BHE inside a large
pipe filled with sand and
water

US 4,715,429

DE 20 2014
003234 U1
DE20 2014
001041 U1
DE 20 2012
013050 U1
DE 20 2012
004291 U1
DE 20 2011
052396 U1 22
DE 20 2010
017037 U1
DE 20 2009
014592 U1
DE 20 2009
011508 U1
DE 20 2009
004592 U1

Harris, C.

Method and means for applying a
heat exchanger in a drill hole for
(Multiple-)U-tube BHE with
Mogensen, P.
the purpose of heat recovery or
spacers
storage
U-tube BHE, Utility Models (Gebrauchsmuster) in force
Erdwärmesondenfuß, ErdwärPE-footpiece for double-USchuster,
merohr und Erdwärmesonde
tube BHE
F.-X.
Koppelelement für ein geotherAdapter for U-tube BHE
GET GmbH
misches Schubgestänge
insertion
Endstück für das Rohrpaar einer
Footpiece for U-tube BHE to
STÜWA GmbH
Erdwärmesonde
couple more U-tubes
Vorrichtung zur Einbringung von
Device for U-tube BHE
Fischer, A.
Erdwärmesonden
insertion and grouting
Erdwärmesondenanordnung
Vorrichtung zur Zentrierung einer
Erdwärmesonde in einem
Bohrloch
Vorrichtung zur Beabstandung
einer Erdwärmesonde von einer
Wandung einer Erdbohrung
Sondenfuß für eine Erdwärmesonde und Erdwärmesonde, die
den Sondenfuß umfasst
Sondenfuß für eine
Erdwärmesonde

26.01.1999
06.01.2004
09.11.1994
09.07.1996
22.01.1990
19.02.1991

16.06.1986
29.12.1987

15.04.2014
26.06.2014
07.02.2014
10.04.2014
22.08.2012
11.09.2014
27.04.2012
02.08.2012

Single-U-tube with spacers

REHAU AG +
Co.

21.12.2011
16.05.2013

Centralizer for double-Utube BHE

Vögerl, M.

29.12.2010
07.04.2011

Centralizer for U-tube BHE

REHAU AG +
Co.

29.10.2009
14.04.2011

Footpiece for U-tube BHE

REHAU AG +
Co.

27.08.2009
10.02.2011

Footpiece for U-tube BHE
with asymmetric turn of
flow channel

FITR GmbH

02.04.2009
23.07.2009

20 Also US D501,915

21 Also US 5,642,964 and US 5,642,964, almost identical
22 Similar Utility Models owned
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Number
DE 20 2009
002420 U1
DE 20 2008
012453 U1
DE 20 2008
016917 U1
DE 20 2007
014142 U1
DE 20 2007
011565 U1
DE 20 2007
009712 U1
DE 20 2007
008907 U1
DE 20 2007
004346 U9

Original Title

Inventor

Footpiece for U-tube BHE
MGS Europe
with adapter for weight
GmbH
U-tube BHE (PE-X) with
REHAU AG +
Erdwärmesonde
metal footpiece
Co.
U-tube BHE made from
REHAU AG +
Rohranordnung
material resistant to notch
Co.
U-tube BHE, Utility Models (Gebrauchsmuster), obsolete (>10 years)
U-tube BHE from individual
Erdwärmesonde zur Gewinnung
parts, manifold below
Wilhelm, H.J.
geothermischer Energie
ground
U-tube BHE made from
REHAU AG +
Rohranordnung
cross-linked material
Co.
Erdsonde und Sondenkopf für
U-tube BHE (basic design!)
Reuter, A.
eine Erdsonde
Pipe with helicoidal inner
Erdwärmesonde
Strauß, R.
surface for U-tube BHE
Footpiece for U-tube BHE
REHAU AG +
made from material
Rohranordnung
Co.
resistant to notch
Sondenfuß

DE 20 2005
004815 U1

Sondenendstück

DE 202 02578
U1

Erdsondenrohr

DE 201 15397
U1
DE 200 21105
U1
DE 299 12335
U1
DE 296 13450
U1
DE 94 03070.7
U1

Content

Footpiece for U-tube BHE

19.03.2008
09.04.2009

09.10.2007
17.01.2008
17.08.2007
05.02.2009
10.07.2007
18.10.2007
26.06.2007
04.10.2007
21.03.2007
24.04.2008

REHAU AG +
Co.

19.02.2002
10.04.2003

Aetna Energiesysteme

18.09.2001
13.12.2001
13.12.2000
13.06.2001

Sondenfuß

Footpiece for U-tube BHE

Frank GmbH

Double-U-tube BHE with
footpiece from resin
U-tube BHE from plastics
(basic design!)
Device for double-U-tube
BHE insertion

Akatherm
Höhn GmbH
Wassermann,
H.

Vorrichtung zum Einführen einer
Erdsonde in ein Bohrloch

18.09.2008
18.03.2010

22.03.2005
01.09.2005

Erdwärmesonde mit integriertem
Abstandshalter

Erdsonde

11.02.2009
06.08.2009

GF-Tec GmbH

U-tube BHE where the U is
produced by bending a onepiece pipe
Double-U-tube BHE with
integrated spacers

Erdsonde

Filed
Granted

14.07.1999
17.08.2000
03.08.1996
28.11.1996

Grundag AG

24.02.1994
07.07.1994

Inventor

Filed
Granted

Bellio, M.
Righini, D.

17.04.2009
22.02.2013

F. Ischebeck
GmbH

03.11.2008
23.11.2011

Herold, A.

14.11.2007
20.05.2009

List of Patents and Utility Models on Coaxial BHE
Number

IT1398341 B1
EP 2060860
B1
DE 10 2007
054185 B3
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Content

Coaxial BHE, Patents in force
Metodo e dispositivo per l’instalBHE made of inox and relalazione di una sonda geotermica
ted installation technique
Geothermal probe and method of Coaxial BHE consisting of
installing it
drill tubes with lost drill bit
Geothermiesonde und Verfahren
Coaxial BHE consisting of
zu deren Installation
drill tubes with lost drill bit
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Number

Original Title

Content

Inventor

Filed
Granted

AT 505 457 B1
23

Erdsonde zur Aufnahme von
thermischer Energie aus dem
Erdreich und/oder zur Abgabe
von thermischer Energie an das
Erdreich

Coaxial BHE for ramming or
pushing into the ground

Amann, A.,
Sonderegger,
W.

17.04.2007
15.04.2009

DE 10 2006
026531 B3

Erdsonde zur Wärmegewinnung

Strebe, A.

06.06.2006
20.09.2007

Broder, M.

14.05.2012
not yet

Handel+
Technik

23.06.2008
not yet

Hansen, T.,
Strebe, J.

16.04.2002
not yet

Waterkotte

21.01.2002
not yet

Pflüger, U.

27.06.1997
17.10.2002

Wetzel et al.

04.10.1994
20.11.2003

Frutiger AG

03.06.1993
30.08.1996

KM Gutehoffnungshütte

14.10.1982
not yet

Müller, W.

26.10.1981
not yet

Hund, H.

07.10.1981
withdrawn

KM Gutehoffnungshütte

18.04.1981
not yet

Welte, A

09.04.1981
not yet

Würzburger, H

16.12.1980
not yet

Richter, H.,
Brocks, K.-D.

22.04.1980
16.09.1981

CH 706 507 A1

DE 10 2008
029400 A1
DE 102 16739
A1
DE 102 02261
A1

DE 197 27493
C2
DE 44 37124
C2
CH 687 043 A5
DE 32 38055
A1
DE 31 42347
A1
DE 31 39868
A1
DE 31 15743
A1
DE 31 14262
A1
DE 30 47397
A1
DD 150793 A5
24

Complex coaxial BHE with
outer pipe bundle
Coaxial BHE, Patent applications
Koaxial-Erdwärmesonde und
Verfahren zur Montage einer
Coaxial BHE where outer
solchen Erdwärmesonde im
pipe consists of a hose
Untergrund
Herstellung und AnwendungsIncreased surface due to
verfahren von Wärmetauschern
grooves, corrugation, etc.,
für Geothermiesonden,
enhanced thermal
Erdwärme- und Gebäudeconductivity by use of
kollektoren
granular metal
Erdsonde zur Wärmegewinnung
Complex coaxial BHE with
aus dem Boden
outer pipe bundle
Wärmequellen- oder
Coaxial BHE made of metal
Wärmesenkenanlage mit
for ramming into the ground
thermischer Erdankopplung
Coaxial BHE, Patents obsolete (>20 years)
Heizungsvorrichtung mit einer
Heat Pump and complex
Wärmepumpe und einer
coaxial BHE with outer pipe
Erdsonde
bundle
Verwendung einer Sonde aus
Coaxial BHE made of tube
einer unten geschlossenen
sections with different
Doppelrohrtour
diameter
Complex coaxial BHE with
Erdsonde
outer pipe bundle
Vorrichtung zur Entnahme von
Coaxial BHE made of
Bodenwärme
corrugated pipe
Erdreichwärme-Sammler als
Coaxial BHE
Wärmequelle für Wärmepumpen
Coaxial BHE made of
Sonden für Wärmepumpen
corrugated metal pipe
Vorrichtung zur Entnahme von
Coaxial BHE made of
Bodenwärme
corrugated pipe
Rammed coaxial BHE in fanErdkollektor von Wärmepumpen
shaped ramming pattern
Vorrichtung zur Entnahme von
Coaxial BHE
Bodenwärme
Vorrichtung zur Nutzung der
Coaxial BHE with sealing
Erdwärme und Verfahren zur
element at the bottom
Herstellung dieser Vorrichtung

23 Also applied for as EP 1983274 A2
24 Three further applications for

the same invention as DE 29 48629 A1, CA 1127629 A47A and EP 0017783 A1, all
not granted, and US-application, granted 11.05.1982 as US 4,328,858
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Number
DE 30 00157
A1
FR 24 31004
A1
DE 24 18182
A1
CH 389 992

US 9,556,856

US 9,121,630

US 8,973,617

US 7,370,488
25

US 5,339,890

US 4,434,785
US 4,452,303
US 1,981,730

DE 20 2012
004159 U1
DE 20 2011
102165 U1
DE 20 2010
010096 U1
DE 20 2008
002893 U1

Original Title

Content

Inventor

Vorrichtung zur Gewinnung von
Wärmeenergie aus dem
Erdboden
Procédé pour la mise en place
d´un échangeur thermique dans
le sol

Coaxial BHE with screwPrenzler, K.
shaped internal flow
guidance
Coaxial BHE consisting of
Vignal, M.,
the (lost) drilling tube and
Chapuis, H.
an inner pipe
Coaxial BHE (preferably
Erdmax
Rauth, P.
deep)
Coaxial BHE (preferably
Erdwärmenutzungsverfahren
Eberhard, E.
deep)
Coaxial BHE, US-Patents
Coaxial BHE, tilted, deviated
Geothermal energy system and
etc., with special manifold
Stewart, J. et
and control of individual
method of operation
al.
BHE loops
Coaxial BHE and grouting
Method, apparatus, conduit and
material, both with
composition for low thermal
Fraim, M.
enhanced thermal
resistance ground heat exchange
conductivity
BHE with various crossGeothermal pipe system
Hardin, J.
sections, including coaxial
Geo-thermal heat exchanging
system facilitating the transfer of
Coaxial BHE with fins inside
Kidwell, J.,
heat energy using coaxial-flow
for turbulence
Fraim, M.
heat exchanging structures
(e.g. in form of a screw)
installed in the earth…
Ground source heat pump system
Coaxial BHE with insulation
comprising modular subterranean
between inner and outer
Rawlings, J.P.
heat exchange units with
pipe
concentric conduits
Coaxial BHE, upper part
Heat accumulator
insulated (for solar heat
Knudsen, N.K.
storage)
Device and a method of
Coaxial BHE
Bontje et al.
recovering heat from the soil
Coaxial BHE for cooling
Hawkins, E.F
Water cooler
drinking water
Coaxial BHE, Utility Models (Gebrauchsmuster) in force
Rohranschlusseinheit für
Headpiece for coaxial BHE
komplexe Koaxialsonde zur
with central pipe and outer
Leihkauf, M.
Erdwärmegewinnung
pipe bundle
Coaxial BHE with large
Nöring &
Wärmetauschersonde
diameter and laminar flow
Preißler GmbH
Coaxial BHE with push-fit
HakaGerodur
Koaxial-Erdwärmesonde
connections
AG
Coaxial BHE with elements
Gepolte Erdwärmesonde
Aqua-Thermic
for turbulent flow inside

Filed
Granted
04.01.1980
not yet
12.07.1978
not yet
13.04.1974
not yet
15.05.1955
31.03.1965

03.07.2008
31.01.2017

28.10.2008
01.09.2015
25.03.2011
10.03.2015

27.06.2006
03.05.2008

29.11.1993
23.08.1994

27.09.1982
06.03.1984
04.08.1981
05.04.1984
12.06.1933
20.11.1934

12.04.2012
06.09.2012
17.06.2011
15.12.2011
09.07.2010
25.11.2010
27.02.2008
31.07.2008

25 Three almost identical patents by the same inventors: US 7,373,785, US 7,377,122, US 8,161,759
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Number
DE 20 2007
006682 U1
DE 20 2006
004595 U1
DE 20 2005
011321 U1
AT 007 510 U1
26
DE 201 06707
U1
DE 200 13561
U1
DE 81 31547.3
U1
DE 79 08173
U1

Original Title

Content

Inventor

Coaxial BHE, Utility Models (Gebrauchsmuster) obsolete (>10 years)
Coaxial BHE with spacers
Gerodur
Erdwärmesonde
inside
GmbH
Rohr mit Rohranschlusseinheit für
Simple coaxial BHE
GEFGA GmbH
Koaxialerdwärmeübertrager
Koaxiales Doppelrohr zur
Aufnahme von Flüssigkeiten und
Simple coaxial BHE
Henze, M.
Gasen
Coaxial BHE with corrugated
Erdwärmesonde
Amann, A.
outer pipe
Erdsonde zur Wärmegewinnung
Coaxial BHE with outer pipe
Hansen, T.
aus dem Boden
bundle
Wärmetauscher als
Tauchkollektor für
Coaxial BHE
Krüger, A.
Wärmepumpenanlagen
Wärmetauschersonde,
insbesondere als Erdsonde für
Coaxial BHE
Gast, A.
Wärmepumpenanlagen
Vorrichtung zur Aufnahme von
Brocks, K.-D.,
Coaxial BHE
Richter, H.
Erdwärme

Filed
Granted
07.05.2007
20.09.2007
21.03.2006
14.06.2006
19.07.2005
01.12.2005
26.04.2004
25.04.2005
18.04.2001
11.10.2001
08.08.2000
23.11.2000
29.10.1981
04.02.1982
23.03.1979
19.06.1980

List of Patents and Utility Models on Helicoidal BHE
Number
DE 10 2005
020887 B3
EP 1006331
A1
DE 198 56 633
A1

DE 39 13429
A1

EP 0189733
B1
DE 31 49636
A1

Original Title

Content

Helicoidal BHE, Patents in force
Gewendelter Wärmetauscher für
Double helicoidal (screwErdwärme
type) BHE
Helicoidal BHE, Patent applications
Oberflächennahe thermische
Speichersystems mit
Helicoidal BHE
Erdwärmetauschersonden
EWTS-Erdwärmetauschersonden,
System zur Nutzung
Helicoidal BHE
oberflächennaher thermischer
Speichersysteme
Helicoidal BHE, Patents obsolete (>20 years)
Erdkollektor zur Erdwärmegewinnung und zur Wärmespeicherung im Erdreich sowie
Helicoidal BHE
Verfahren zur Errichtung eins
Erdkollektors
Wärmepumpenanlage zur
Heat exchanger pile with
Wärmegewinnung aus dem
helicoidal pipe
Erdreich
Wärmetauscher, insbesondere für
Helicoidal BHE
Wärmepumpen

Inventor

Filed
Granted

Graf, F.

04.05.2005
10.08.2006

Klemm, P. et
al.

03.12.1999
not yet

Klemm, P. et
al.

03.12.1998
not yet

Nägelebau

24.04.1989
not yet

Gut, L.

01.02.1985
26.04.1989

Schöppler, O.

15.12.1981
not yet

26 Same as DE 20 2004 007567 U1
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Number

Original Title

Content

DE 31 34177
A1
FR 79 11814
A1
DE 27 00822
C3 27

Heiz- bzw. Kühlanordnung mit
Wärmepumpe
Systeme de stockage saisonniere
de chaleur dans le sol

Helicoidal BHE („energy
basket“)
Helicoidal BHE („energy
basket“)

Verfahren zum Speichern von
Wärmeenergie

Helicoidal BHE („energy
basket“)

DE 16 01325
A1

Verdampferaggregat einer
Wärmepumpe

CH 59350

US 9,103,603

US 5,816,314
US 5,623,986
US 5,054,541

US 4,867,229

US 4,741,388
DE 20 2013
010048 U1
DE 20 2012
013215 U1
DE 20 2009
011393 U1

Helicoidal BHE for direct
expansion
GSHP with vertical helicoidal
Heizverfahren
ground collector
Helicoidal BHE, US-Patents
Thermal conductive cylinder
BHE with multiple-U-pipe or
installed with U-type core piping
helicoidal pipe in borehole
and loop piping
with thermal filling
Helicoidal BHE with insuGeothermal heat exchange unit
lated central return pipe,
also for direct expansion
Advanced in-ground/in-water
Helicoidal BHE with insuheat exchange unit
lated central return pipe
Ground Coil Assembly

Helicoidal BHE

Inventor

Filed
Granted

Gohm, H.

28.08.1981
rejected

Olivet, J.

04.05.1979
not yet

Hansen, U.

11.01.1977
21.06.1979

Schantz, H.

05.01.1968
not yet

Zoelly, H.

13.02.1912
1919

Yang, T.-H.

28.10.2009
11.08.2015

Wiggs, B. et al.

29.01.1996
06.10.1998

Wiggs, B.

19.09.1995
29.04.1997

Tripp, B.A.

06.11.1990
08.10.1991

Method and means for applying a
heat exchanger in a drill hole for
Helicoidal ("spiral") BHE
Mogensen, P.
the purpose of heat recovery or
with spacers
storage
Underground heat exchanging
Helicoidal BHE for direct
Kuroiwa, K.
apparatus
expansion
Helicoidal BHE, Utility Models (Gebrauchsmuster) in force
BHE with screw-type outer
Erdwärmesonde
Frank GmbH
pipe
Energiepfahl zur
Heat exchanger pile with
Vogel, J.,
Erdwärmenutzung
helicoidal pipe
Wilhelm, H.J.
Transport rig for helicoidal
REHAU AG +
Transport- und Lagereinheit
BHE
Co.

29.12.1987
19.09.1989
13.12.1985
03.05.1988
15.04.2013
30.01.2014
06.07.2012
20.08.2015
24.08.2009
03.02.2011

Figure A.10 Number of patent applications and utility models (Gebrauchsmuster) in Europe from 19782014, compared to GSHP sales in Germany (updated from Sanner, 2018)

27 Also applied for as FR 23 77015 A1
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Examples of Helicoidal BHE in patent applications

Figure A.11 Helicoidal BHE, DE 16 01325 A1 from 1968 (left), DE 31 49636 A1 from 1981 (centre)
and DE 39 13429 A1 from 1989 (right)

Figure A.12 Complex helicoidal BHE: with insulated inner pipe, US 5,623,986 from 1995 (left)
and with double-helix, DE 10 2005 020887 B3 from 2005 (right)

Figure A.13 Helicoidal BHE for shallow, large-diameter holes (“energy baskets”),
FR 79 11814 A1 from 1979 (left) and US 5,054,541 from 1990 (right)
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Appendix C: Examples of light drilling rigs for BHE
Drilling rigs can be optimized for both rotary and DTH
Further development of conventional drilling technology using flushing (rotary) or down-holehammer have resulted in drill rigs that can operate safely and efficiently under all possible
underground conditions. A double power swivel and three sets of hydraulic grips, independent
from each other, allow for both the rotary method including carrying a temporary casing in
unstable layers, as well as for the down-hole-hammer for fast advance in hard rock. By making
the necessary previsions for use with both straight rotary and pneumatic down-hole hammer, a
drilling rig can be made versatile for use in a wide range of ground conditions (Figure A.14). This
is also possible for light rigs able to negotiate tight clearances, as would be required for drilling
in built environment (Figure A.15).
compressor

3 grips

Figure A.14 left: Drilling for borehole heat exchangers in gneiss using down-hole-hammer, under
protection by a pile retaining wall; right: The same drill rig in about 25 km distance, rotary
drilling with temporary casing in tertiary sediments; drilling rig manufacturer Comacchio (IT)
(photos B. Sanner)
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Figure A.15 left: Light Rotomax drilling rig during installation of BHE for single-family house (rotary
drilling); right: Same type of Rotomax drill rig used with DTH (compressor in background); rig
manufacturer Geotec Bohrtechnik GmbH (DE) (photo left B. Sanner, right C. Blanc)

Light drilling rig used for BHE installation in the 1980s
A light drilling rig was used by Geotherm GmbH in Germany (still existing as a heating, cooling
and sanitary installation company) for installation of coaxial BHE from 1980 on, changing to
Double-U-BHE around 1986. The rig was manufactured by Celler Maschinenfabrik Gebr. Schäfer,
Germany (CMS, out of business since the 1990s). This drilling rig originally was designed in the
late 1970s for use with BGR, the German Federal Geological and Raw Materials Agency, in
exploration in remote areas world-wide. The design goal was to allow it to be put together and
dismantled again easily, and the heaviest part of equipment being carried by two persons over
longer stretches. A small, air-cooled diesel engine was used for powering it.
Rebuilding by Geotherm GmbH took place in the early 1980s, when the rig was optimised for use
with BHE drilling in built environment. The skid was placed on a two-axle trailer for easier
transport, and the noisy diesel engine was replaced by a 380 V (3-phase AC) electric motor. On
most construction sites in Germany a connection for this power main is available; in cases where
no electricity was available, a hired external generator was used.
The rig was intensively used for BHE installation at the Schwalbach Ground-Source Heat Pump
Research Facility (Sanner, 1987) in the area of Wetzlar, Germany (Figure A.16). Here in very hard
rocks (incl. siliceous greywackes) the standard rotary drilling with this machine did not work well,
even with hard-metal button bits. The weight on the bit was just too low to allow for the effective
crushing of the hard rock while rotating the bit. A 50-m-borehole could take up to 5 days to drill
this way! After small conversions to allow for the use of a down-hole-hammer (DTH) with this rig,
and the addition of an external compressor, drilling 50 m on the same site took only about 8
hours, as the need for weight on the bit was replaced by the dynamic impact of the hammer.
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This drilling rig was used throughout Germany in different geological conditions (in hard rock with
DTH, in softer rock in rotary mode). In 1987 it was lifted by crane into a courtyard of an office
building in Idar-Oberstein, Germany, for drilling a test borehole in an existing building site. After
more dedicated drilling companies for SGE were active on the market in the 1990s, Geotherm
GmbH concentrated its work on the installation of the GSHP system as such, and contracted the
drilling and BHE installation out.

Figure A.16 Geotherm / CMS drilling rig at Schwalbach GSHP research station, May 1985 (at first borehole
for the plant, left) and in January 1986 (right) (photos B. Sanner)

Light auger for BHE mounted on agricultural tractor in the 1980/90s
For use with agricultural post-hole drilling tools, the Bavarian research institute Landtechnik
Weihenstephan developed simple, short BHE and the related drilling equipment (Schulz, 1987).
It consisted of augers mounted to agricultural tractors for transport and driving energy (Figure
A.17). A similar design on a light 4WD-truck was used for experiments with BHE at the National
Research Council (NRC) of Canada in Ottawa (Figure A.20); here also helicoidal BHE were tested
(Svec, 1986).

Figure A.17 Auger for BHE installation mounted to agricultural tractor; left: first light version for BHE 9 m
deep (photo from Schulz, 1987), right: improved version for increased depth, using higher
mechanisation (photo from Beck et al., 1993)
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The original BHE used in Weihenstephan was a single-U-tube and consisted of corrugated PPpipes that could be bend easily (Figure A.18). Later on tests were performed with other types of
heat exchangers, including a helicoidal BHE with insulation between the helix and the central
pipe, and a single-U-tube BHE with insulation between the two pipes (Figure A.19). The comment
on the helicoidal one in Schulz (1987) was to not pursuit this option, as it was found too difficult
to construct.

Figure A.18 Schematic of single-U-tube BHE 9 m deep installed with the agricultural auger (left) and
corrugated PP-pipe used for it (right) (graph and photo from Schulz, 1987)

Figure A.19 Different types of short BHE tested in Weihenstephan (Schulz, 1987)
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Figure A.20 Auger on light truck for BHE installation at NRC Canada, Ottawa, in 1986 (photo B. Sanner)

Tracto-Technik Radial Drilling Rig
Tracto-Technik in Altenhundem has developed a small drilling rig to drill radially from a pit, in a
pattern directed downwards at an inclined angle and marketed as „Geothermal Radial Drilling“
(GRD). Some rather intelligent solutions in details have been found, including e.g. a step-less
control of inclination, and the fact that the modules for the motor and the actual drill rig can be
detached from each other easily (Figure A.21). This allows to move the rig in narrow pathways
and drill in very confined locations.

Figure A.21 GRD-drill rig from Tracto-Technik, remotely controlled during transport (left) and ready for
drilling, with drill rig detached from motor unit and positioned separately (right) (photos
Tracto-Technik GmbH & Co. KG)

Not all of the claims made in the company documentation are convincing, or justified completely,
in particular concerning the heat extraction with the radially diverging BHE pipes, or the
possibility for licenses in water protection zones. Nevertheless, there are some interesting overall
advantages for this way of installation of BHE, in particular for low capacities in the built
environment.
The GRD-technology was originally intended to be used with the coaxial BHE of the company
Amasond from Vorarlberg, Austria. This technology uses connection methods from automotive
manufacturing, and foresees such pipe connections also in between the footpiece and the head
of the BHE (Figure A.22). Here the method is in clear contradiction with some standards as VDI
4640-2:2001, where continuous pipes are stipulated. Hence at least in Germany this method does
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not comply with the technical rules that normally are imposed by the licensing authorities. At the
manifold (Figure A.22 right) these connections, however, are not a problem. For small
installations and for drilling in existing living areas (landscaped gardens, small pathways, etc.) the
GRD-method promises substantial advantages, and in combination with a BHE technology
compatible with VDI 4640, and a layout of the BHE length taking into account the radial pattern,
the technology can be recommended.

Figure A.22 Amasond coaxial BHE with connections (left) and completed manhole with manifold (right)
(photos Tracto-Technik GmbH & Co. KG)

Light drilling rigs of the Rotomax series
Geotec Bohrtechnik GmbH has developed some rather small and nevertheless powerful drilling
rigs suitable for shallow geothermal drilling. Rigs in the M-Series are extremely small and can
enter virtually any site. They can be used with auger or with classic rotary, in soil and not too
hard rock (Figure A.23). The L-Series is slightly larger and capable of drilling to about 100 m depth
(Figure A.24). Beside for auger and rotary it can also be used for DTH drilling and is thus suitable
for harder rock. The Swiss heat pump and drilling company Grünenwald touts their Rotomax L as
“smallest BHE drilling rig in Switzerland”. This kind of design can be considered as a good starting
point for dedicated drilling rigs for BHE in built environment.

Figure A.23 Rotomax M drilling rig with auger (left) and classic rotary (right) (photos Geotec Bohrtechnik
GmbH)
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Figure A.24 Rotomax L drilling rig during transport (left) and on site (right) (photos Geotec Bohrtechnik
GmbH)

Light and very light drilling rigs for BHE installation by Hydra
Hydra s.r.l. in Italy developed very small drilling rigs for tight clearances, intended for use in
shallow geothermal projects. The rigs in the JOY 1 Geo range (Figure A.25) can be adapted for
auger, rotary and hammer drilling, in transport configuration they have a maximum width of
900 mm.
A somewhat larger drilling rig is the line JOY 2 Geo, capable to be adapted to most drilling
methods, and in particular for use with RVD. It is suitable to drill vertical or oblique holes in
confined circumstances (Figure A.26).

Figure A.25 Small Hydra JOY 1 Geo drilling rig seen frontal (left) and on site (right) (photos Hydra s.r.l.)
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Figure A.26 Hydra JOY 2 Geo drilling rig with magnetic pipe handling unit (left, photo Hydra s.r.l.) and
with RVD drill head installing oblique BHE in Belgium (photo provided by Geo-green)

Light drilling rig for BHE installation developed in project Cheap-GSHPs
In the EU H2020 project Cheap-GSPHs (GA 657982) a methodology was developed to install coaxial borehole heat exchangers made of stainless steel using a novel drilling system. The
methodology is less invasive than conventional rotary drilling and uses compact drilling machines
(Figure A.27).

Figure A.27 Compact drilling machine developed in EU H2020 project 657982 Cheap-GSHPs (photo L.
Pockelé)
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Light drilling rig for BHE installation developed in project GEOTeCH
Drilling for BHE was also part of EU H2020 project 656889 GEOTeCH. The GEOTeCH team (see
http://www.geotech-project.eu/ ) has developed a drill rig and hollow stem augers (Figure A.28),
and research has been done to determine the applicable parameters. In order to find the most
efficient combination of these parameters, an existing rig has been equipped with several sensors
to measure rpm, torque, hydraulic pressure and flow, penetration speed, etc. Also several
different versions of augers were produced to determine the most optimal geometry of
diameter, flight and pitch of the spiral. During drilling field tests, measurements have been done
and the results have been evaluated. Based on these test results the basic parameters of the
prototype drill rig have been defined.

Figure A.28 GEOTeCH prototype drill rig (photo provided by SOLINTEL)
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